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INTRODUCTION

Il is only recently that the systematic study of Buddhist Art has been inau
gurated. Thanks to scientific excavations and explorations carried out in India 
by the Indian Archaeological Survey, in Central Asia by a number of archaeo
logical missions on behalf of different governments, and in China by the pio
neer work of the eminent French sinologist, the late Edouard Chavannes, we 
possess a number of invaluable facts wich enable us to reconstruct the vast do
main of Buddhist Art. It is true that it is not yet possible to write a history of 
Buddhist Art in a1! its phases and different epochs. This huge work remains 
to be done, and we only can hope that future investigations in this field will 
facilitate the scholar’s task. But if the complete history of Buddhist Art is still 
to be written, we can already affirm the unity of its evolution. No matter how 
different were the local influences, — the types created by the joint effort of 
the hellenistic genius and of the Hindu spirit, kindled by the doctrine of Bud
dha, maintained their originality throughout the centuries, — from the cara
van stations in the deserts of Chinese Turkistan to the island of Java. Indeed, 
it is a matter of great surprise that the sublime doctrine of Gautama, the Bud
dha, who established a legion of monks striving for a kind of ideal commu
nism in this world, could have caused the rise of an art which powerfully 
attested itself throughout the vastnesses of Asia. Contemplating the serene sim
plicity of a Gandhara Buddha, the delicate design of the Ajanta frescoes, the 
powerful and sometimes martial spirit of the Central-Asiatic pictorial compo
sitions, and the religious fervour of the Wei art in the grottos of Yun-kang 
and Lung-men, — we feel ourselves to be in the presence of a lofty altar of 
beauty erected by the united efforts of a host of Eastern and Western artists. No 
imaginary barrier stood or stands between these two great spheres of culture 
and civilization, and only petty racial prejudices have fostered the creation of 
a separating wall which haunts the imagination of a modern person. It should 
be remembered that the historic evolution of mankind never knew such bar
riers and that the message of culture proclaimed in one country is often acclai
med with equal enthusiasm in another country which may be located in a
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far distant part of our earthly globe. Such is the great attraction of ideas travel 
ling along the routes that link nations together, not knowing what a barrier 
means. The future scholar will undoubtedly write a general history of the 
East, and he will also produce a history of Oriental art, which will demons
trate how great was the interchange between the various centers of culture in 
times gone by. When one thinks about the origins of Buddhist Art, one natu
rally turns towards India, the land where the Exalted One had preached his 
doctrine of universal salvation from the miseries of this world. But the scan
tily of reliable dates in the chronology of ancient India makes it very difficult 
to locate chronologically the outstanding creations of art produced on the soil 
of India. The existence of an art in India in prebuddhistic times can be left 
undoubted. Time and climate have destroyed whatever remained of the ancient 
architecture which used wood as its material, and it is only with great difficul
ties that we are able to sketch the history of the first plastic representations of 
Buddhist legends. Tentatives have already been made to discuss different ten
dencies in the art of the early periods, but all endeavours made by historical 
criticism have proved so far to be only theories, lacking in material founda
tions to become established facts. It seems certain that there existed a period 
of art strongly imbued with greco-persian influences. This art flourished under 
the Maurya dynasty (III B. C.). A fairly good example of this art is given by 

the capital of the A^oka column at Sarnath, near Benares.
The next period is characterized by the funeral mounts or stupas of Bha- 

rliut and Sanchi, which arc solitary witnesses of a once flourishing artistic 
school. The differences in style and composition make it evident that various 
schools of art were active in the plains of India, and that the Buddhist artistic 
schools inherited much of the old local traditions, the nature of which it is im
possible to ascertain at present. From the folk-lore tendencies of Bharhut in 
Central India, erected about the middle of the second century B. C., with its 
numerous reliefs lepresenting scenes from the Jatakas, or stories of previous 
existences of the Founder of the Order, we pass to the group of funeral mounds 
of Sanchi (about the first century B. C.), rich in representations of miracles 
performed by the Exalted One during his preaching in the basin of the 

Ganges. (*)

The powerful influence exercised by the doctrine of Buddha on the minds 
of the people accounts for the efflorescence, of an art dedicated to the glorifica 
tion of the Master’s earthly path, for, as the eminent French indianist Profes
sor Alfred Foucher has said (*) : « I do not think that the imagination of any 
race has ever created a finer or vaster subject for a poem than this destiny of 
a single being in whom are shown all the aspects of life, in whom is concen
trated all the experience of past ages, in one word, — in whom the evolution 
of the entire race is reflected. »

The early Buddhist artists with singular fervour reproduced in plastic forms 
the various episodes of the early life of the Exalted One. The pious attention 
with which the Bharhut artists treated the work of representing the previous 
lives of the Buddha, made them inscribe below the reliefs the names of the 
Jatakas represented on them, thus giving to the modern scholar an unique 
opportunity of interpreting the early Buddhist images. The reliefs of Sanchi, 
although not inscribed with explanatory titles, are for the most part identified 
by Professor A. Grunwedel and Professor A. Foucher. (**) Most of the reliefs of 
this early Buddhist art can be satisfactorily explained with the help of the holy 
scriptures of Buddhism. Besides the numerous Jataka scenes the early Buddhist 
reliefs represent the eight great miracles of the Buddha (*“).'We easily recognize :

(1) The scene of the Nativity (Skrt. Jati) in the park of Lumbinl, near Ka-
pilavastu (the actual site has been commemorated by a pillar erected by Agoka, 
found near the present village of Bummindei some i5o kls to the north of Be- 
nares) ( ).

(2) The perfect Illumination (Skrt. Abhisambodhana) on the site of the pre
sent Bodh-gaya.

(3) The first preaching (Skrt. Dharmacakrapravartana) at Mrgadava, near 
Benares.

(j.) Death (Skrt. Parinirvana), near the small town of Ku^inagara in the 
Nepal Terai.

These four sublime moments of Buddha’s life, which were recommended foi 
pilgrimage by the Exalted One himself, are supplemented by four others,

(*) A. Foucher, The Beginnings of Buddhist Arl, Paris, 1918, p. 35.
(**) A. Foucher, ibid. pp. 61-110.
(***) A. Foucher, ibid, pp. 1,47-18/1.
(*“*) E. J. Rapson, Cambridge History of India, Cambridge, 1922, p. 199

(*') Sir .1. Marshall, A Guide Io Sanchi, Calcutta, 1918.
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which are the four principal occasions on which the Exalted One exercized 
his magical powers :

(5) The Great Miracle (Skrt. Mahapratiharya) at Qravasti.
(6) The Descent from Heaven (Skit.. Devavatara) near Sanka^ya.
(7) The Offering of the Monkey near Vai9a.l1.
(8) The Taming of the maddened Elephant at Rajagrha.

The Tibetan tradition knows another place of sanctity, which is left un
known in Indian tradition. It is the place where the future Buddha cut down 
his hair and pronounced his vow in the presence of Brahma and Indra. This 
place is characterized by a stupa, called in Tibetan « the most holy stupa » 
(mchod-rten rnam-dag), which is regularly seen on paintings picturing the 
prince Siddhartha taking his monastic vow (*).

It. is almost impossible to say whether the early Buddhist art had produced 
an image of the Exalted One. A legend of the Divyavadana (**), which can be 
regarded as of a late period, tells us of the miraculous origin of the image 
of Buddha. The king Bimbisara, of Magadlia, having received rich presents 
from Rudrayana, king of Romka, decided to send to the latter an image of the 
Exalted One. The artists, to whom the commission was given, found them
selves unable to outline the divine face and figure of the Buddha. Seeing their 
difficulty, the Exalted One ordered a linen-cloth to be brought and on its sur
face projected his shadow, which was then designed and coloured by the artists. 
We are involuntarily reminded of an almost analogical story concerning the 
miraculous origin of the image of Christ.

The artistic schools that decorated the funeral mounds of Bharhut and Sanchi 
seem to avoid the human representation of the Exalted One. On the reliefs of 
Bharhut and Sanchi, the Buddha ils always represented by symbols, never in hu
man form. Thus the Great Departure (Skrt. Mahabhiniskramana) is always re
presented by a horse without a rider coming out of a city gate ; the Great Prea

(*) Cf. painting in Ihe Collection Jacques Bacot in the Musée Guimet, described and edited by 
M. J. Itackin in his recent Guide-Catalogue du Musée Guimet., Paris, 1923, pi. XIX; a typical Tibe
tan mchod-rten or stupa is seen behind the figure of Ihe Bodhisallva. In the Lalit.a-Vistara (ch. XV) 
we find the mention of a stupa called « Chandakanivartana » that has been erected on the place 
where Chandaka left the future Buddha. The text calls this place Anuvaineya, and adds that to reach 
this place one had to cross the territories of the Çâkyas, Krodyas, Mafias, and Maineyas.

(**) Burnouf, Intr. a l’hist. du Bouddhisme indien, p. 34.

ching is symbolized by the Wheel of Law, and the Parinirvana by a funeral 

mound or stupa.
As Professor Alfred Foucher has shown (*), the two schools the one re

presented at SáñchI, and the other called Gandhára school — were almost con
temporary. One, as we have just seen, used symbols to represent the person 
of the Teacher, as if denying the possibility of a representation in human form ; 
the other succeeded in creating a human type of the Founder of the Order. It 
will be interesting to know whether there existed a correspondence between artis
tic schools and different sects of Buddhism. If such a correspondence could be 
discovered, the ¡school represented at SáñchI should be regarded as the more 
orthodox of the two, corresponding to some Buddhist sects of Central India which 
zealously clung to the formula : u The Buddha disappears, the Law remains » ( ), 
— words which were spoken by the Exalted One himself at the time of his 

entering into Nirvana.
The creation af a human type of Buddha has been, as we have just said, 

achieved by the greco-buddhist school that flourished in the ancient Gandhára 
province in North-Western India towards the beginning of our era. This 
school had already established its character about the first century B. C., and 
gained in eminence during the following centuries. About the third century A. 
D. its glory faded away and the subsequent centuries saw it in complete deca

dence.
This school was a typical product of its time, an outcome of the spread of 

artistic ¡syncretism in the hellenistic Orient of the last centuries before our era.
Since the memorable campaigns of Alexander the Great this craze for ar

tistic and religious ¡syncretism became general in the Near East, and has proba
bly influenced North-Western India and Bactria, where hellenistic dynasts 
established themselves after the dissolution of the great Macedonian Empire. 
The classical country of hellenism was Egypt, where Greek emigrants persis
tently tried to establish a contact with the ancient lore of Egypt, and the Egyp
tians gradually admitted Greek conceptions into their religious system. Ihe 
same general tendency was strongly pronounced in art, and the ¡sometimes 
clumsy type of hellenistic artistic productions can be explained by the fact that

(*) A. Foucher, L’Art Greco-Bouddhique du Gandhára, Vol. 2nd, fase. 11, p. 7^4. Paris, 1920. 
(**) Mahàparinibhâna-sutta, VI, 1.
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the hellenistic artist could not easily assimilate the great variety of different 
styles placed at his disposal. The hellenistic tendencies of local dynasties in North- 
Western India and adjacent countries (Greek plays at Parthian courts), and 
the spread of Buddhist propaganda across the borders of India, resulted in the 
establishment of a local school of art. All the productions of this school bear 
evidençe of its double origin : the form is undoubtedly hellenistic, whereas 
the meaning can only be established with the help of Buddhist sacred texts.

At present we are in the possession of a monumental work by Professor Fou- 
clier on the art of Gandhâra, where its character, its artistic value, and its spread 
through the Buddhist world are masterfully described. We have dwelt on this 
school a little longer because of its important role in the history of Oriental 
art. Its creations were carried by sea and by land to the countries of the Far 
East, and established there the foundations of a brilliant efflorescence of artis
tic schools inspired by the doctrine and legend of Buddha.

The archaeological explorations which were carried out by a number of dis
tinguished scholars along the two great caravan routes in Chinese Turkistan, 
have unearthed a huge amount of local artistic productions enabling thus to 
reconstruct the way by which the Gandhâra art had travelled before it reached 
the confines of China and powerfully influenced the religious art of the Wei 
period. The great drawback in the study of the Gandhâra art, and of the art 
of the early Buddhist period in general, is the complete absence of frescoes or 
other paintings. Time and climate have destroyed whatever remained of the old 
pictorial art. The walls of viharas or monasteries and of rock-carved temples 
were undoubtedly decorated with frescoes, whose character it is impossible to 
ascertain. The Central-Asiatic pictorial art gives only a very imperfect idea of 
the character of the pictorial art of the ancient Gandhâra. Of the pictorial ai 1 
belonging to the period preceding our era only one specimen exists : it is a frag
mentary fresco in the Jqgïmàrâ cave of the Râmgarh Hill in the distant Sur- 
gujà State. According to Sir John Marshall the fresco was executed in the first 
century before our era. The original design of the fresco is spoiled by later res
tauration. (*) Let us hope that the recent archaeological explorations of Profes
sor Foucher in Afghanistan, besides furnishing new proofs, will help us to fill 

this gap in our knowledge of Gandhâra art, and will give fresh material for a

(*) E. Rapson ,The Cambridge History of India, ch. XXVI, pp. 6j2-'t3.

new chapter in the history of Indian pictorial art. The Gandhara traditions left 
a lasting trace on the artistic schools of India, and the brilliant Gupta art owes 
much of its brilliancy to the achievements of Greco-Buddhist artists.

Tibetan art closely follows the ancient Indian traditions. Many iconogra- 
ghical types of the Buddhist pantheon in Tibet can be traced back to Gandhara 
originals. Before discussing Tibetan pictorial art, a brief historical sketch of Ti

bet will be found useful.
Little is known about the history of the table-lands of Tibet (*) before the 

introduction of Buddhism in the first half of the seventh century A. D. It seems 
that the country was ruled by a number of petty chieftains, who were in a 
state of continuous warfare against each other. According to Chinese Annals 
the first Tibetan kingdom was established about 607 A. D. by the king rNam- 
ri Sron-btsan. Ilis son was the famous ruler of Tibet, Sron-btsan sgam-po, who 
introduced Buddhism into the land and whom the tradition honours with the 
title of Chos-rgyal, or Dharmaraja. This king established his capital in Lha-Idan 
or Lha-sa in Central Tibet (dbUs), and laid the foundations of a state organiza
tion. Ilis victorious conquests carried him to the confines of China and his ar
mies even sacked the western Ssu-ch’uan province. About 640 A. D. he conclu
ded a peace treaty with the T’ang Emperor T’ai-tsung, by which his supremacy 
in the region of Kuku-nor was recognized by China. And such was the mili
tary strength of the Tibetan king that he even obtained in marriage a Chinese 
Imperial princess (kung-chu). Sron-btsan sgam-po concluded another matri
monial alliance with Nepal by marrying the daughter of the Nepalese king Am- 
Quvarman. These two royal princesses were fervent Buddhists, and tradition says 
that the Chinese princess brought to Tibet a fafnous statue of Buddha, while 
the Nepalese princess brought an image, of the Dhyani-Buddha Aksobhya. Both 
statues are now preserved in the Jo-khang in Lhasa. It is even said that the 
king married the two princesses in order to obtain the two famous statues. 

It is through the influence of these two princesses that the king accepted
Buddhism and fostered its spread in his kingdom. The grateful Buddhist Church 
of Tibet regards the two foreign princesses as incarnations of the divine Tara 
under her green and white aspects (Tiib. SGrol-ljah, and sGrol-dkar). Sron-

/f*) About the origin of. the name « Tibet », see Professor P. Pelliot, Quelques transcriptions chi- 
noises de noms tibetains. T’oung-pao, igi5, pp. 18-20.
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btsan sgam-po sent to India a number of gifted young men, among whom 
was the famous Thon-mi Sambhota, the inventor of the Tibetan alphabet and 

the author of the first Tibetan grammatical work in clokas.
After the death of king Sron-btsan sgam-po little progress was made by 

the new religion, and only with the advent of king Khri-sron lde (lde’u)- 
btsan (755-797 A. D.), the spread of Buddhism gained a new impulse. This 
king, besides being a conqueror, was a great patron of the new religion, and 
invited to Tibet the great Çantaraksita of Nâlanda and the Buddhist monk Ka- 
malaçïla. This last one became famous because of his religious controversy with 

the Ilo-çang Mahâyâna, a Chinese monk regarded in China as an incarnation 

of Maitreya, the future Buddha.
The Buddhism that reached Tibet was already strongly imbued with çi- 

vaïtic influences and other beliefs in magical practices, which were regarded 
with such an abhorrence by early Buddhists. Professor de la Vallée Poussin in 
the learned introduction to his valuable « Etudes et Matériaux » (*) has already 
indicated the existence of a scientific Buddhism, a Buddhism of a comparati
vely small number of learned doctors, and of a popular Buddhism which in
troduced into the system a number of popular beliefs. The pandit Çântarak- 
sita advised the king to invite from India the great tantric teacher Padmasam- 

bhava of Oddiyàna.
Padmasambhava was an adopted son of king Indrabhüti of Oddiyàna. In the 

Padma Than-yig (**), a bulky work relating the legendary life of Padmasam
bhava, it is told how the future teacher was found by the king and his minis
ter sitting on a lotus flower in the middle of a lake called Vimalaprabhâ, how 
he married and left the palace, how he led an austere life in a cemetery called 
the « Cool grove » (Tib. bSil-ba tshal-gyi dur-khrod), and how he became known 
by his many miracles. The second part of the work contains an account of

his mission to the « Land of the Snows ».
The great Guru, or Mahâcârya, on his coming to Tibet, had a difficult task 

before him. He met with a violent opposition on the part of the local religion, 
probably a kind of Bon, and of many people of influence at the royal court. 
He overcame all the barriers put before him and accepted a number of local

(*) Prof, de la Vallée Poussin, Bouddhisme, Etudes et Matériaux, p. 33 and 37. .
(**) Padma Than-yig ; portions of the work have been translated by M. Toussaint. See bibliogra

phy-

cults into his system. This he did in order to calm his opponents. His follo
wers in Tibet are known under the name of rNiñ-ma-pa, and are distinguished 
by their red caps. The rNniñ-ma sect is essentially a Tantric school and is still 
influential in the Himalayan Border States. The sect regards the Bodhisattva Sa- 
mantabhadra as a primordial Buddha, and a special cull is dedicated to him. Be
sides this Bodhisattva, the cults of the Yi-dam rDo-rje phur-pa and other mGon- 
po, or « protectors », are strongly recommended by the founder. The system 
is characterized by a great number of hidden ¡scriptures or gTer-ma discovered 
from time to time by lamas, and said to contain mystic doctrines. The titles of 
the hidden books are sometimes given in some unknown language, whose 
meaning it is impossible to ascertain at present (*). The chief occupation of 
the followers of this sect is Magic and other ceremonies prescribed by various 
Tantras. Padmasambhava also assisted king Khri-sron lde-btsan in the buil
ding of the monastery of bSam-yas-gling, the treasury of the present Lhasa Go
vernment. He also began the work of translating the Buddhist books into Ti
betan, assisted by the Lo-tsa-ba Pagur Vairocana. The stay of Padmasambhava 
in Tibet was not a very long one and he soon returned to India.

After the death of king Khri-sroñ lde btsan Buddhism continued to spread 
in Tibet. A number of Hindu doctors were invited to Tibet to continue the prea
ching and the translation of Buddhist texts. A heavy blow to the new doctrine, 
was delivered by gLaii-dar-ma, who was proclaimed king about 838 A. 
D., after the murder of his brother, the pious and weak Khri Ral-pa-can. The 
short reign of gLañ-dar-ma was full of violent outbreaks against the doctrine 
of Buddha. The Indian pandits were driven away from Tibet, books were des
troyed, and temples devastated. Only a few' lamas succeeded in hiding the scrip
tures from destruction. Fortunately for Buddhism, the king was murdered by a 
lama-hermit, dPal-rdo-rje, who approached the king in the disguise of a Bon 
magician. The memory of this event is still living among the Tibetans of to
day, and one of the lama religious dances, namely the Black-hat dance, pur
ports to represent this event.

In the IX century A. D. we see the Tibetans at the height of their military 
¡strengh, extending their occupation even into Chinese Turkestan and taking pos
session of the important oasis of Tun-huang in the western Kansu province,

(*) We believe these languages to be artificial languages.

3
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where Sir Aurel Stein and the eminent French sinologist Professor Paul Pel- 
liot made their brilliant discoveries. But the military power of Tibet did not last 
more than two centuries. With the spreading of Buddhism the martial spirit of 
the warlike nomads gradually faded away. From now on religious interests oc
cupy the minds of the people and of their sovereigns. Among the Tibetan kings 
of this period many accepted monkhood. In the XI century A. D. the lama-king 
Byan-chub-’od invited the famous Indian pandit Atica, otherwise Dipankara^ri- 
jnana, of the great convent of VikramaQlla.

This outstanding personality in the history of Buddhism in Tibet brought 
with him the Kalacakra system (Tib. Dus-kyi ’khor-lo), and preached against the 
magic rites and Tantric cults of the rNin-ma sect. The school of purer Buddhism 
founded by Atiga is known under the name of bKa-gdams-pa, and lays stress on 
meditation and a severe discipline in the monasteries. Under his guidance a num
ber of texts belonging to the Vinaya (Tib. ’Dul-ba) and the Sutras (Tib. mdo) were 
translated into Tibetan. About io5o A. D. a religious council took place in Central 
Tibet under the presidency of Atica and proclaimed the reestablishment of the 
doctrine of Buddha in Tibet. Alica was the author of many well-known works 
and can be regarded as the true predecessor of rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa, the foun
der of the Yellov-cap sect. /\II7a died in io58 A. D.

One of his pupils, the great Tibetan historian ’Brom-ston (born about -1002 
A. D.), systematized the rules of'tlie bKa-gdams-pa sect and founded the mo
nastery of Rva-sgreng (pron. Ra-deng) to the North-East of Lhasa on the cara
van route to the region of Kuku-nor.

The period from the XI century to the XIII century A. D. w itnessed a gradual 
growth of Buddhism on the Tibetan table-land. The number of monasteries stea
dily increased and a greater percentage of the population accepted monkhood, 
seeking salvation. A number of monasteries gained great power and their abbots 
often took an active part in the political feuds of the country. Great was the 
influence of the Saskya Monastery, which was founded about 1071 A. D. by 
’Khon-dkon-mchog rgyal-po, and whose abbots played such an important role at 
the Court of the Mongol conquerors.

The Mongol tribes, which, since the VI llth century A. D., were already in 
contact with the Buddhist Uighur tribes, accepted Buddhism in the XHIth cen
tury A. D. This was a period of an exceptional prosperity of the doctrine, un
der the mighty patronage of the Mongol khans. One of the greatest abbots of

Saskya, generally known under the name of Saskya pan-chcn or pandita, was in
vited by Godan Khan, son of Ogodâi, to visit his residence in Kan-su. The Saskya 
pontiff, besides spreading the doctrine of Çàkyamuni, is said to have invented 
for the Mongols an alphabet based on the Uighur script (*). His work was con
tinued by his nephew and successor, the lama ’Phags-pa bLo-gros rgyal- 
mtshan (Skrt. Matidhvaja çrî-bhadra, 12.39 or 12/10-1280 or 1281 A. D.), who 
invented a new script based on the Tibetan alphabet and offering a more correct 
transcription of Mongolian (**). Khubilai Khan, who transferred the capital from 
Qaraqorum first to Shang-tu in 1260 and finally to Peking (Ta-tu) in 126/1 A. D., 
conferred upon the lama ’Phags-pa the title of « Imperial Preceptor » (Ti-shih). 
With the fall of the Yüan dynasty in 1368 A. D., Buddhism experienced a severe 
blow and regained its inlluence only about the end of the XVI century.

It was in 1357 A. D. that was born the great Tibetan Reformer rGyal-ba 
Tson-kha-pa (*“), who succeeded in establishing the religious supremacy of his sect 
in Tibet. Ilis birth-place is situated in the Amdo region. To commemorate this 
place, the great convent of sKu-’bum was built. Space forbids us to relate in de
tail the legend of Tson-kha-pa, his solitary life in the mountains, his studies in 
the famous monasteries of Tibet, and his activity as preacher at Lhasa. From the 
days of his early youth he was strongly bent on religion, and very early he en
tered the order under the monastic name of rGyal-ba bLo-bzan grags-pa (Skrt. 
Sumatikïrti).

The advent of Tson-kha-pa marks the return to a purer form of Buddhism 
already preached by Atîça, his glorious predecessor in the field. The austere 
monk made celibacy obligatory for all monks and forbade the çakti rites of 
the old Tantric schools. (“**) He laid great stress on the morals and discipline of

(*) G. Schulemann, Die Geschichte der Dalailamas, p. 5i.
(**) Prof. Pelliot, Course delivered at the Collège de France, 1922-1923 ; B. Laufer, Skizze der 

Mongolischen Litteratur, p. i85.
(*“) All students of Tibetan history will do well to study the illuminating article of Prof. Pcl- 

liot, Le cycle sexagénaire dans la chronologie tibétaine (J. As. igi3), before using the works pu
blished in European languages on Tibetan history ; p. 667, n. 3.

We hope Io bring out in (he nearest future a volume on the Life of Tson-kha-pa, being a trans
lation of the biographical portions of the rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa’i bka-’bum.

(****) G. Schulemann, ibid., p. 82, says that rgyal-ba Tson-kra-pa allowed in the monasteries the 
study of dKar-rtsis (W'eisse Wissenschaften), and forbade the practice of Nag-rtsis (Schwarze Magie).

DKar-rtsis does not mean here « white magic », and should be read as sKar-rtsis, which usually 
denotes astronomy and astrology according Io Indian tradition. Nag-rtsis is a contracted form for 
rGya-nag-gi skar-rtsis, or « Chinese Astronomy ». A number of Tibetan astronomical and astrologi
cal books have been translated from Chinese.
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the monks and called his school dGe-ldan-pa or dGe-lugs-pa, « the virtuous ». 
The first great monastery of this school, called dGa-ldan, was erected about 1/109 

A. D. (*) in the neighborhood of Lhasa.
Tson-kha-pa left a number of remarkable works on Buddhist metaphysics, 

of which the best known is the Lam-rim chen-po or Byan-chub lam-gyi rim-pa, 
« the Steps of the Bodhi-path ». This work is thoroughly studied in the theo
logical schools at the great monasteries of Lhasa, such as Sera or ’Bras-spuii 
(pron. De-pung) ; and some of the convents of Mongolia, such as Porhantu and 
Tala (**), have special Lam-rim seminaries. The foundations of the present Church 
organization in Tibet were laid down by Tson-kha-pa.

rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa is said to have had as his spiritual guide the Bodhisattva 
ManjuQri, who appeared to him in the solitudes of the Amdo mountains. He is be
lieved to have sometimes obtained his inspiration from Maitreya himself, and 
in this connection lies, perhaps, the explanation of the extraordinary spell exer
cised by the teachings of the great Reformer on the mind and soul of the La
maistic monkhood. The work of Tson-kha-pa was carried on by his two 
principal disciples : mKhas-grub-rje (full name mKhas-grub dGe-legs dpal-bzan, 
i385-i439 A. D.), and rGyal-tshab-rje. mKhas-grub-rje was appointed abbot of 
the dGa-ldan Monastery. Another pupil of Tson-kha-pa, Byams-chen chos-rje, 
also called Qakya Ye-pes, on the invitation of the Ming Emperor Yung-lo, was 
dispatched by Tson-kha-pa to China, where he preached the Kalacakra doctrine.

On his return to Tibet he founded the monastery of Sera, near Lhasa (i/fig 
A. D.). Tson-kha-pa died in 14.19 A. 1). in the dGa-ldan Monastery. In the fol
lowing collection of paintings there are seven modern paintings representing 
the Great Reformer in various attitudes ; we shall describe them in the course 
of our study. The Ming Emperors were in general favourably inclined towards 
the Lamaistic form of buddhism, as they were eager to maintain their political 
protectorate over Tibet.

The first rGyal-ba or ecclesiastic ruler of Lhasa was the nephew of Tson- 
kha-pa, Mahapandita dGe-’dun grub-pa. In the year i445 he erected the great 
Monastery of bKra-pis lliun-po (pron. Tashi-lhunpo) at Shigatse, whose first 
bKra-cis lama, according to tradition, was mKhas-grub-rje.

In 1576 A. D. (*) the famous Altan Khan, the qavan of the Tumad, confer
red upon the Grand Lama of Lhasa, mKhas-grub bSod-nams rgya-mtsho dpal- 
bzan-po (the 3rd rGyal-ba or rGyal-dban), the title of Dalai' (Tib. rGya-mtsho- 
ocean) Lama Vajiadhara, and recognized the religious supremacy of the Yellow 
faith. China continued to exercise her political domination, and in 1793 the Em
peror Chien-lung of the Manchu dynasty promulgated an imperial edict cor
recting the system of reincarnation by which new Dalai-Lamas were nominated 
and ordered the investiture of candidates by the Chinese Government.

It would require too much space to record one by one all the reigns of the 
thirteen Dalai-Lamas of Tibet. The recent history of Tibet is full of events, and 
it is difficult at present to foresee the outcome of many of them.

After this brief sketch, of Tibetan history, it will be easier for us to discover 
the many influences that, penetrated into the « Land of the Snows » and enri
ched the vast pantheon of Tibetan Buddhism. The high moutain ranges which 
on all sides surround the table-lands of Tibet did not stop the penetration of 
foreign influences. In the early days of Tibetan history the trade routes from Ti
bet into the plains of India passed across western Tibet. By these routes, often 
not more than narrow mountain trails, Indian artistic traditions reached Tibet. 
The Buddhist missionaries who entered the country in the Vlltli century 
brought with them the first sacred images. These images probably served to 
illustrate their preaching and consisted of the most important representations 
of the Buddhist iconography, namely : images of the Exalted One himself, of 
the principal Bodhisattvas, and images representing- scenes from the legendary 
life of the Master. It is a significant fact that precisely in these images we see 
the strongest Indian influence. Many types of the Buddhist iconography of Ti
bet can be traced back to the Gandhara School in North-Western India, but 
one should not forget fliat. it was a Gandhara art of the period of decadence 
that served as model to Tibetan artists.

From an early date Tibet, came into close contact with its Southern neigh
bour Nepal. The Nepalese pictorial art steadily influenced the Tibetan concep
tions of beauty. It was through this art that the Tibetan artists acquainted 
themselves with the traditions of the Ajanta frescoes. In the Xlllth and XIVth

(*) Ilulh, Geschiclile des Buddhismus in der Mongolei, vol. II, p. i83.
(") Läufer, ibid., p. 228; Ilulh, ibid., p. 37Ö. (*) Huth, ibid., p. 2i5.
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centuries this influence of Nepalese art reached its height and even penetra
ted to the Imperial Court of China. Nepalese artists were highly reputed for 
their skill and were frequently summoned to the great lamasaries of Tibet. In 
the Yuanshili, the history of the Yuan dynasty (ch. 2o3), there is a short 
biography of one of such artists called A-ni-ko (Anigo), born in 1243 (*)■ 
This skilful moulder went to Tibet in company with several fellow-artists from 
Nepal to execute some work in Tibet, and was subsequently invited to the Court 
at Peking, where he was entrusted with important restauration work. A num
ber of statues in the Buddhist and Taoist temples of China are said to be the 
work of this celebrated master.

It is a well known fact that sculpture is always more conservative, and it is 
among Tibetan bronzes that we still find specimens strongly imbued with an 
Indo-Nepalese influence.

Besides this Indo-Nepalese influence from the south, other influences were 
at work in Tibet. Tibet was always in active relation with the region of Khotan 
(Tib. Li-yul) in Chinese Turkestan, and there can be no doubt that the Khota- 
nese local artistic productions found their way into Tibet and had an influence 
on its art. These artistic productions were of a very composite nature, still bea
ring traces of an Indian past. They belong to this complex world that has been 
created in Central Asia through a contact of a number of nations. The types of 
the sixteen arhats, of different religious protectors with their warlike following 
of devas and yaksas, all clad in armour, can be considered as importations 
from the North.

About the tenth cenutry A. D., when Mohammedanism spread itself over Cen
tral Asia bringing destruction of the ancient Buddhist communities along the 
great caravan routes, many of the monks of Turkestan found refuge in the mo
nasteries of Tibet and brought with them traditions of their respective locali
ties ( ). Chinese art never strongly influenced the art of Tibet; on the contrary, 
some iconographical manuals edited during the Ming period clearly exhibit a

i4

(*) For all this information concerning this Nepalese artist, I am indebted to the course delive
red by Prof. Pelliot at the Collège de France in 1922-23 ; the Edition revised by the commissaries of 
Ch’ein-lung has the form A-erh-ni-ko. In the history of the 8fi mahàsiddhas published by Prof. 
Griinwedel mention is made of a person called Anigo. Prof. Sylvain Lévi, Le Nepal, vol. Ill, p. 
i85-i89. (**)

(**) A. Foucher, L’art gréco-bouddhique du Gandhâra, vol. Il, fasc. 2, p. 672.

predominant Nepalo-Tibetan influence. During the XVIIth-XVIIIth centuries the 
Chinese influence became evident in design and ornamentation. The painting, re
presenting the mGon-po phyag-drug in this collection, can be regarded as an 
example of this semi-Tibetan art. Notice that the design of this period is more 
free in its character and in the abundance of rich floral motives in the orna
mentation.

Our present knowledge of Tibetan pictorial art is not sufficient to enable 
us to discuss various schools of art. But, notwithstanding many discrepancies 
in our knowledge of the subject, we are able to distinguish at least two areas 
or spheres of artistic activity •— the South-Western and the North-Eastern ; the 
first has as its center the town of Shigatse, in whose neighborhood is situated 
sNar-than, the biggest printing establishment in the country ; the school of 
Shigatse is tributary to the Indo-Nepalese art, and paintings produced by 
artist monks of the great convent of Tashi-lhunpo follow the traditions inhe
rited from India.

lhe North-Eastern school has as its center the province of Derge. This 
school originated in the neighborhood of the great caravan route from the 
plains of Mongolia and Western China into Tibet, and is, therefore, strongly 
imbued with outside influences coming from the North.

Although the foundations are formed by the same Indo-Nepalese art, 
the later additions point towards Mongolia and China. In paintings coming 
from Derge (it is only very seldom that one can tell the origin of a painting) 
we see people dressed in heavy overcoats, fur caps, and boots, and wearing 
ornaments that could belong to a witch-doctor of Eastern Siberia. Some of 
the representations bear a ¡striking resemblance with the figures of donors 
of Turko-mongolian nationality, represented on some frescoes of Tun-huang. 
lhe Bodhisattva type met on the Derge paintings reminds us of the Bodhi- 
sattva images of the T’ang epoch, attired in a royal fashion that resembles 
more the costume of a Central Asian Bodhisattva than the princely attire of 
an Indo-Nepalese Bodhisattva. Such aie the two big artistic schools of Tibet. 
It is impossible to say how far back we can trace their existence, for Tibe
tan art is entirely anonymous and the complete absence of dates makes it 
almost impossible to reconstruct chronologically the outstanding events of 
Tibetan artistic history.

Besides the two big ¡schools, there are a number of local schools, such
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as the Lhasa school, the Gyangtse school, and the school in the Khams pro
vince in Eastern Tibet. In the ancient period the unity of style was greater. 
The differences between the various local schools became more accentuated 
in modern times ; the peculiarities of styles can be discerned only by an ex
pert eye. Usually each one of the Buddhist sects of Tibet has something of 
its own in the style of paintings produced by artists belonging to the sect.

We shall note the origin of paintings and the peculiarities of styles of va
rious schools, if discernable, in the process of our description.

Let us now pay a visit to the studio of a Tibetan artist-painter and watch 
the process of his work. But before starting with our description, we shall have 
to make a number of preliminary remarks of a general character. It is surpri
sing that religious art in all countries, from the high table-lands of libet to the 
mediaeval workshops of Italian masters of the early Renaissance, have created 
analogical methods, and, what is still more surprising, a similar atmosphere, of 
work. For a better understanding and appreciation of Tibetan religious pain
tings (for art in Tibet is entirely religious), a knowledge of conditions in which 
the painter’s work is carried out is essential. There is in Tibet no big school 
where future artists receive their training, but, like in the Italy of the Renais
sance period, or in old Russia, each master has a number of pupils who live 
with him and help him in his work. Such was the order of things in ancient 
times, and a similar custom continues to exist in the Tibet of the present day. 
There is always a great number of painters in big centers of religious life, such 
as Tashi-lhunpo, or one of the great Yellow-cap monasteries near Lhasa, where 
big decorative work is always going on. The Dalai' Lama of Lhasa and the 
Tashi-Lama have always a staff of artists in their service. It is only seldom that 
a Tibetan artist stays a long time in one place. Usually he is travelling fiom 
one place to another, working in houses of rich laymen, or executing mural 
decorations in some of the big monasteries. In his wanderings he visits many 
outlying places of Tibet, makes himself acquainted with local styles, and in his 
turn introduces into the local art something of his own style. Thus the wan
dering character of the life of a Tibetan artist may be regarded as one of the 
causes of the similarity of art objects produced in different provinces of 

Tibet.
We have already discussed the possible foreign currents that exercised 

their influences on Tibetan art in the various epochs. We have even made the

attempt to arrange chronologically such influences on Tibetan art in the va
rious epochs, being fully aware of the difficulties presented by the subject. At 
such places as sNar-than near Shigatse, or in one of the big printing houses 
of Derge, iconographical collections of images have been printed in black and 
red ink, giving the outlines, but not the colouring. Such printed outlines are 
widely used by artists in Tibet, and are known under the technical name of 
tshags-par, which means literally « dotted impression ». We call this kind of 
printed outline — « transfer ». The outlines printed at Derge are far better in 
execution, and their lines are sharper because printing at Derge is done from 

metal plates.
This kind of transfer is applied to the surface on which the painting will 

be made, then a needle is taken, with which the artist goes over the outline. 
The dotted lines thus produced on the surface of the paintings are then deli
neated with red or black ink. It is curious that exactly the same method is in 
use among Russian ikon painters, and « Corona Mundi » is fortunate to possess 
a collection of such « transfers » used among the ikon painters in Russia. The 
wide application of the transfer method made it almost impossible to hnd in li
bet a clever draftsman, who could sketch an image by free-hand drawing. Only 
very seldom can such an experienced draftsman be found, and in such cases 
there is always the danger that the image produced by him will not be cano
nical in all its detail, for it is almost impossible for one man to remember all 

the innumerable details of Tibetan iconography. The existence of such « trans
fer » work has created a rigid style of design, and we look in vain in Tibe
tan pictorial art for the masterful stroke of the* brush of a Chinese artist. We 
have already pointed out that the interest of Tibetan paintings lies 111 their rich 
coloration, and their decorative possibilities can hardly be overestimated.

The most characteristic production of Tibetan pictorial art is the so-called 
than-ka, a word which is commonly interpreted as « banner ». Such than-ka 

are in multitudes found in temples and private houses. They are always car
ried in religious processions and often serve to illustrate a religious sermon. Wan
dering lamas are sometimes found in the possession of a good assortment of 
such paintings, which serve them in their preaching, — for art in Tibet, and 
in other lama'istic countries, was and is a powerful ally of the propagation of 

Buddha’s doctrine.
In the ancient language, instead of the word thaii-kha and its two cones-

*7
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ponding honorific expressions sal-than and sku-than, other words, like ri-ino 
« picture )), and sku-bnien, « ligure, image », were in use.

Besides painted banners, a Tibetan painter executes mural paintings, some
times on a very large scale and of an extremely complex composition. We re
member having seen a number of mural decorations executed by modern Tibe
tan artists in Ibe monasteries of Sikhim, and are glad to state that the old 
tradition is still alive. The design of such mural decorations often shows an 
experienced band, and their colour scheme is often very striking. Often the ar
tist in Tibet is called to decorate pieces of furniture both in temples and private 
bouses, temple altars, and the ceremonial trumpets of the Lamaist divine ser
vice. Masks used in religious dances are also decorated by artists ; and the out
side walls of bouses are sometimes found painted in bright colours. For the last 
kind of work the artist uses a special ornamentation, derived from a purely re
ligious ornamentation ; holy symbols, the svastika, the Wheel of the Law, and 
rich floral designs predominate in such decorative motive.

After this very brief sketch, let us make a closer study of the process itself 
by which a painting is made in Tibet. We are sure that the reader will excuse 
us for dwelling a little longer on this particular question, hut we are certain 
that a visit to the studio of a Tibetan artist will greatly help our purpose.

The artist is usually a lama, more or less versed in sacred scriptures. He 
accompanies his work by a continuous reciting of prayers. Prescriptions for 
artists, found in the Kanjiir, tell us that he must be a saintly man of good 
behaviour, learned in scriptures, and reserved in his manners. The saintly image 
can only be painted in a clean place and, therefore, the studio of an artist is 
always comparatively clean. The artist himself is usually found sitting on the 
ground, holding the painting on his knees. Bound him are seated his disciples 
who prepare colours and attend to the various needs of their master. Someti
mes an advanced student helps his master in the work by colouring the outlines 
of figures drawn by the master.

In Tibet, paintings are usually painted on silk or on other thin cloth, which 
is stretched on a frame. After the silk has been stretched, it is thickly covered with, 
a mixture of glue and chalk, which is then well polished with the smooth surface 
of a conch. When this is finished, the outlines of the figures are drawn with red 
or black ink. Mongolian artists often use skin instead of silk.

The work is carried on very slowly, for even minute details of the orna
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mentation must be attended to before coloration is started. To make a mistake 
in the measurements of a body given in the iconographical manuals is consi
dered to be a great sin. Sometimes another lama is present, whose duty it is to 
read aloud prayers while the artist is at work. And so intense is the religious 
atmosphere. which surrounds the creation of a painting, that the face of a 
Buddha or Bodhisattva is preferably drawn on certain auspicious dates. Throu
ghout Tibet the i5th and 3oth days of each month are considered to be sacred, 
and the artist usually draws the features of the faces on the i5th day of the 
month, and colors them on the 3oth day.

After the design is finished, the artist begins the coloration, whose decorative 
tendencies we have already stated. Those who know the methods applied by 
Russian ikon painters will not fail to recognize the great similarity between 
the two methods. Indeed, it seems that the Russian ikon art and the Tibetan pic
torial art derive their methods of work from a common source.

In Tibet an experienced draftsman is seldom a good painter and, likewise, a 
fine painter is seldom a clever draftsman. Usually the draftsman makes the de
sign and the painter puts the colors on it. Such a distribution of work is also 
found among the Russian ikon painters, and, therefore, they always go about 
in small companies. As in the case of the Tibetan artist, the Russian ikon pain
ter before starting the painting, covers the wooden board with a similar mixture 
of chalk and glue (the mixture is technically called « levkas »), which is after
wards polished. Similar is also the process of painting itself : first the design, 
elaborate in every detail, and then the colors. In both cases no sketch-work is 
done, everything being drawn according to firmly established canonical rules : 
first the principal figures, then the surroundings, sky, hills, trees, etc.

A comparative study can he pushed much further, for even in the compo
sition itself we find common elements. Thus we often s°e on Tibetan paintings 
the principal figure enthroned on an island (this being usually the case when 
Buddha or Bodhisattva is represented). Similar images are frequently found on 
Russian ikons, the island being a conspicuous element in the landscape. The 
landscapes themselves, especially the way of representing moutains, rocks, 
and clouds, are similar in both arts. It is difficult at present to describe Tibe
tan artistic methods is detail, for each painter zealously guards his own secret 
of work. There exist in Tibet a number of artistic manuals in which many a 
detail could be of great interest for a comparative study. Among these manuals,

'9
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one of the chief ones is the so-called ’’Vaidurya ser-po” (*) ; the fifth rGyal-ba 
of Tibet is said to have composed a number of treatises on art.

We feel confident that if these texts could be translated and commented on, 
further striking analogies between Russian ikon art and Tibetan pictorial art 
would be discovered, for Russian ikon art preserves many artistic traditions of the 
Orient. Russian ikon art is generally said to have originated from Byzantium. 
Thit it historically true, but one should not forget that Byzantine art, espe
cially in its late periods, was essentially oriental and that, through Ryzantium, 
the Indio-Persian influences penetrated into Mediaeval Russia. Then came the 
Mongol invasion which lasted for several decades, and violently put Russia face 
to face with the whole of the Middle East. Besides destructions and war, the 
Mongols brought with them the color-schemes of Oriental art and introduced 
into Russian religious art new motives, whose eastern origin cannot be denied.

Those who have collected Tibetan paintings know how difficult it is to ob
tain good specimens. A Tibetan will never part with a than-ka, especially if it 
is consecrated by some high lama and has the imprint of the lama’s hand on 
its reverse side. The painting of this collection representing the Yi-dam Vajra- 
klla has such a hand-print on its back. To induce a Tibetan to sell a painting 
to non-buddhists or, as they are called in Tibetan language, « outsiders » (Tib. 
phyi-rol-pa, pron. ci-rol-pa), is almost a hopeless task. Most of the paintings 
found in European public and private collections have been thrown on the mar
ket as the result of recent wars and upheavals in Tibet, which brought the des
truction of several lamaseries and the ruin of rich families, which were in 
possession of numerous religious paintings.

The time has not yet come to write a history of Tibetan art. Such a study 
necessitates a detailed description of all the collections of Tibetan art preserved 
in European Museums. Many good paintings are undoubtedly in the possession 
of private persons, but, unfortunately, we do not possess a list of such private 
collectors. Museum collections themselves hardly possess detailed catalogues and 
well executed photographs which could serve our purpose. The only collections

(*) Mr. J. van Manen, in his valuable « Contribution to the Bibliography of Tibet » (J. A. S. 
B., vol. XVIII, Nr. 8, 1922) mentions on p. 5ii a Vaidurya Ser-po, which seems to be a history of 
the Iellow-hat sect. It will he interesting to know whether the iconographical manual Vaidurya Ser- 
po forms a part of the historical work quoted by Mr. van Manen, or is a separate work. The Bai-ser 
(yellow vaidurya) mentioned by Mr. van Manen — is a historical work.

of Tibetan paintings and bronzes which were studied and described in detail 
are the collections of Prince Ukhtomsky in PetrogTad, Russia, on which was 
based the « Mythologie des Buddhismus in Tibet und der Mongolei » by Pro
fessor Grünwedel, and the rich collection of paintings brought back from Tibet 
by Mr. Jacques Bacot and now preserved in the Musée Guimet in Paris. This 
last collection has been thoroughly studied and scientifically described by 
Mr. J. Hackin, the learned curator of the Museum. Mr. Hackin deserves our 
grateful thanks for publishing a « Guide-catalogue du Musée Guimet », in 
which the Buddhist collections of the Museum are described. Let us hope that 
other Museums will follow this enlightened example and will furnish us with 
detailed catalogues of their Buddhist collections.

The Ethnographical Museum of Berlin, the Field Natural History Museum 
in Chicago, the British Museum, the Ethnographical Museum of the Russian Aca
demy of Sciences, Petrograd, and local Museums in Eastern Siberia have un
doubtedly accumulated a rich material on the subject.

Only when all the extant material will be edited and a number of Tibe
tan iconographical texts studied and commented on can we hope to produce a 

history of Tibetan art.
What are the sources of our knowledge of Buddhist iconography? Besides 

the alerady mentioned Çilpaçâstras of India, native Tibetan treatises on icono
graphy, and iconographical manuals edited during the Ming period, we possess 
a number of Sâdhanas or conjurations, which sometimes contain a detailed des
cription of the conjured deity. A number of such Sâdhanas were brilliantly 
studied by Professor Alfred Foucher in his « Etude sur l’Iconographie bouddhi
que », which, although consecrated to the Nepalese miniatures, can hardly be 
overlooked by students of Tibetan iconography. The Sâdhanas are supplemen
ted by prayers, which sometimes give descriptions of the implored deities.

With the help of these sources we are able to find our way in the extreme 
complexity of types which characterize the pantheon of Northern Buddhism. At 
first sight it seems hopeless to be able to distinguish and classify this host of 
many-armed and manv-headed divine beings, armed with a whole arsenal of 
warlike attributes, these numerous figures of saintly lamas, abbots of monas
teries, who often appear on paintings side by side with their previous reincar
nations, and the many religious symbols, all of which have a special meaning. 
But step by step we gain an insight into the subject, learn to distinguish dif
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ferent forms of deities, and comprehend the still obscure mystical connections 
which exist between different forms and are expressed in the mystical rounds, 

or man d alas.
To end this introduction, a number of general notes on the iconography 

will be found useful. The divine beings represented on paintings, are seen sur
rounded by a nimbus and halo (Skrt. prabhamandala). The nimbus and halo are 
painted in different colors, and it will be interesting to know whether there 
exists a correspondence between a deity and the scheme of colours used on its 
nimbus and halo. As a general rule, the inner circle of the aureole is dark, very 
often blue, covered with golden rays ; the outside circle is often painted in red 

or lilac.
Usually the divine beings are seen standing or sitting on a lotus flower, 

symbolizing their divine origin.
The Buddhist iconography knows several kinds of postures or asanas in 

which the divine beings are pictured on images.
In one of these postures we see the divinity sitting cross-legged in the 

Hindu fashion. It is the posture of a Buddha, and several names are used to 
designate it, according to the kind of throne on which the divinity is seated • 
padmasana, the lotus throne, vajrasana, the diamond throne, and simhasana, 

the lion throne.
Another posture, which is said to be particularity common among Bodhisatt- 

vas, is the maharaja-llla posture. When represented in this posture, the divi
nity is seated on a throne, its right foot hanging down. Sometimes the divinities 
are seated in a European fashion. This last posture is said to be characteristic 
of the Bodhisattva Maitreya and symbolizes the fact that the Bodhisattva is 
ready to descend from his throne, and has already lowered his feet in order to 
appear in the world. Such is the explanation of this posture given by lamas.

Other characteristics that, help to distinguish different deities, are the so- 
called mudras (Tib. phyag-rgya), signs or manual gestures : — it is the man
ner in which the hand and fingers are held during the performance of certain 
religious rites and ceremonies. The number of such mudras or signs is very 
great ; we enumerate here only the most common :

(i) Dharmacakra-mudra, the mudra of preaching or instruction. The hands 
are joined in front of the chest, the index and thumb of the right hand hol
ding one of the fingers of the left hand.

(2) Vitarka-mudra, the mudra of argumentation. The right hand is raised, 

the thumb and the index joined.
(3) Abhaya-mudra, the mudra of fearlessness. The right hand is raised, 

the palm of the hand is turned outwards, the fingers are joined together.
(4) Vara-mudra, the mudra of charity. The right hand is lowered, the 

palm turned outwards, as if giving something.
(,5) Dhyana-mudra, the mudra of meditation. The two hands are joined 

on the lap.
(6) Bhumi-sparpa-mudra, the mudra of touching the earth. I he right hand 

touches the ground as if attesting a determination. The Buddha is said to 
have made this sign attesting his will to become a Buddha, and calling earth 
in testimony, during the night he spent under the Bodhi-tree.

Besides these asanas and mudras, there are a number of attributes which 
serve to distinguish the various forms of divinities. With the advent of Civa- 
istic cults the number of such attributes greatly increased. We mention here be

low only the most common :
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Sanskrit. Tibetan. Transl.

padma. padma. the pink lotus.
utpala. utpala. the blue lotus
aksamälä. ’phen-ba. the rosary.
pustaka. glegs-bam. the book.
vajra. rdo-rje. the thunderbolt.

The vajra or thunderbolt is an ancient indo-iranian symbol, the club of

Indra. A thunderbolt from Persia is said to be preserved in the monastery of

Se-ra, founded in 1^17 A. D. by Bvams-chen chos-rje
A quadruple form of the thunderbolt is frequently met on images (Skrt.

vipvavajra ; Tib. sNa-tshogs rdo-rje). (*)

khadga. ral-gri. the sword.
danda. ber-ka. the stick.
cap a. gsu. the bow.
cakra. ’khor-lo. the whee1.
aiikupa. lcags-kyu. the hook.

(*) Skrt. Vajra = pcrs. gorz. Cf. P. Horn, Grundriss der Neupersischen Etymologie, Strassburg, 
i8q3, p. 202. The vajra in the Indo-european antiquity, see S. Feist, Kultur, Ausbreitung und Her
kunft der Indogermanen. Berlin, igi3, p. 218.
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paraçu. dgra-sta. the axe, the battle axe
kuthärikä sta-re. a hatchet.
çara. mda. the arrow.
tomara. mda-bo ehe. a kind of large arrow.
çakti. mdun-thun. an iron spear.
pâça. sags-pa. the lasso.

Sanskrit. Tibetan. Transl.

rnusala. dbyug-gu. the club. •
triçûla. rtse-gsum. the trident.
khatvâhga. khatvâhga. the magic sceptre.

The khatvahga is a kind of magical sceptre, said to have been invented

We have arranged the paintings of this collection according to the native 
Tibetan classification of divinities, which will be easily understood from the

following table.
The Three Gems (Skrt. Triratna ; Tib. dKon-mchog gsurn), the highest 

objects of Buddhist worship, are considered to be the symbol of the whole 
pantheon of Northern Buddhism. To each Gem correspond two classes of di-

by Padmasambhava. The sceptre is sometimes crowned with a trident, or a

vajra.

chatra. gdugs. the parasol.
dhvaja. rgyal-mtshan. the banner.
maçakavârana. ’bran-yab. a fly slap.
kartrï. gri-gug. the knife.

This knife has the peculiar shape of a hook. Its handle is made of a vajra :

it is a weapon of Tantric deities.

patra. lhuiï-bzed. the alms bowl.
kamandalu. tshe-bum. the vessel.
çahkha. dun or dun-dkar. the conch.
mani. nor-bu rin-po- ehe. the jewel.
damaru. can-te. the drum.
ghantä. dril-bu. the bell.
kapäla. thod-pa. the cup made of a human

skull.
Such is the arsenal of attributes with which the pious devotion of wor-

shippers has armed the different deities. Different Tantric schools introduced a
number of other attributes, as yet difficult lo distinguish. The symbolism of

the Tantras is almost unknown and it is only with great difficulty that we are

able to find our way through the multitude of symbols. Let us hope that the
day will come when the mass of Tantric literature will be translated and com-

mented.
When this work is accomplished, we shall get a clearer insight into

the obscure terminology of various systems of meditations and conjurations, 
which are often represented on paintings in Tibet.

vine beings : (*)

I. Buddharatna.
(Sans-rgyas dkon-mchog)

II. Dharmaratna.

(Chos dkon-mchog) Ç
• )

III. Samgharatna.
(dGe-’dün dkon-mchog) '

i

1. The gem of the sublime Buddhas : Buddhas ma
nifested in the three aspects (Skrt. trikaya), 
and all the benign and fearful yi-dams.

2. The gem of the manifested Buddhas : Pratyeka-
buddhas.

i. The gem of the sublime Law : Buddhas, Bodhi- 
sattvas, and arhats.

a. The gem of the manifested Law : the teaching 
expounded in holy scriptures.

1. The gem of the sublime Samgha : the sixteen
great arhats, Qariputra, Maudgalyayana, Qra- 
vakas, the eight sons of the Buddha, Bodhi- 
sattvas, religious protectors, goddesses and da- 
kin is.

2. The gem of the manifested Samgha : the con
gregation of bhiksus or monks.

We shall begin our detailed description of paintings with the represen
tations of Buddhas, Dhyâni-Buddhas and Yi-dams. Then we shall pass over to 
the Bodhisattvas, the spiritual sons of Dhyâni-Buddhas, to the different aspects 
of the divine Tara, and to a number of paintings representing the Great Re
former rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa, the teacher Padmasambhava, etc.

Most of the paintings in this collection are old ; a few modern ones were
included in order to show the tenacity of Tibetan artistic tradition.

I take this opportunity to express my thanks for many valuable, sugges
tions to my teacher and friend Lama Lobzang Mingyur, Head Lama of the Dar
jeeling High School. I have also profitted by the advice of the Abbot of the

(*) A somewhat similar classificatiin of divine beings is found in the Ganakaranda-vynha. Raj. 
Mitra, Skrt. Buddh. I.iterature in Nepal, p. 96.

5
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Tashiding Monastery, Sikhim, and of Ryams-pa bKra-pis (cam-pa Tachi), the 
monk-iconographer of the Tashilhunpo Monastery, near Shigatse. My grateful 
thanks are due to my teacher Professor Paul Pelliot, who very kindly went over 
the proofs, and gave me his valuable advice and support. I also express my 
gratiture to mv friends Mr. George G. Chklaver and Mr. V. V. Dixon for help 
in various technical matters during my absence in India.

BUDDHAS

Darjeeling, 1924.
The Buddha on Tibetan paintings always has a human aspect. The colour 

of the body of a Buddha is usually golden. His head shows a protuberance (Skrt. 
Usnisa) on the skull, and a sign (Skrt. urna) between the eyebrows. He has al
ways a monastic appearance. His monastic robe is of a red-brown color, the 
right shoulder is sometimes uncovered. Frequently he is seen having his robe 
thrown on both shoulders, flic chest uncovered : this is often the case on libetan 

paintings.
A Buddha is also distinguished by the total absence of ornaments.
Such is the type of Buddha created by the Gandhara school, which penetra

ted into all the posterior schools of art.
In this collection there are several paintings representing the Exalted One.
The following paintings : Pl. I, II, III, IV and V, represent the Buddha sur

rounded by sixteen Arhats. Before describing each banner in detail, a short in
troduction is necessary, which will help us to appreciate the images more tho
roughly in their artistic and religious significance.

Arhat means « deserving, worthy ». The title is applied to those members 
of the Order who attained the fourth stage of the path towards Nirvana. Besides 
having obtained transcendent faculties, Arhats are no more subject to rebirth. 
The meaning of Arhatsliip is expressed in the following frequently met formula : 
« Destroyed is rebirth, lived is a chaste life, done is what had to be done, after his 
present life there is no beyond. » (For further references see under « Arahant » 
[p. 77] the Pali-English Dictionary, ed. by Prof. Rhys Davids and Dr. W. Stede, 

Part 1 (A), 1921.)
The group of sixteen Arhats is unknown in India proper, but its cult has 

spread widely over Tibet and China. In buddhist texts, translated into Chinese 
about the IVth century A. D., we find a group of four Arhats, namely : Pindola, 
Mahakayyapa, Rahula, and Kundopadhanlya, corresponding to .the four cardinal 
points of space. This group of Four Great Arhats probably created on the ana-
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logy to the four king-guardians of the four cardinal points of space. Then, gra
dually, to each of these four Arhats four others were added, thus bringing the 
total number to sixteen. (Cf. S. Levi and E. Ghavannes, Les seize Arhat Protec- 
teurs de la Loi, J. As., 1916, II, p. ay3.) The first of these Arhats, Pindola, was wi
dely venerated in China. The fact is made evident by a great number of le
gends concerning him. His cult probably reached China by sea in the middle of 
the fifth century, A. D. The first mention of the group of sixteen great Arhats is 
found in a short mahayanist text entitled « Account of the duration of the 
Law, declared by the Great Arhat Nandimitra » (Ta A-lo-han Nan-t’i-mi-to-lo so 
shuo fa chu chi). The text is translated by S. Levi and E. Ghavannes in the arti
cle cited above (pp. 6-24).

It is related in this text how the Great Arhat Nandimitra, before entering 
into the final Nirvana, assembled all the monks and nuns and told them of 
the existence of the sixteen Great Arhats and of their future manifestations. 
We give a short account of the content of the text, because of its great beauty. 
I he duty of the Great Arhats is to preserve the Law after the death of the Master, 
the Buddha. Having been entrusted by the Exalted One with the preservation of 
the Law, they have prolonged their fives and remained on this earth. Each of 
these Arhats dwells in an appointed place, hidden from ordinary mortals, si
lently keeping guard over the Law. When in the mind of pious people origin
ates a good thought or when they perform meritorious actions, — the Arhats 
manifest themselves unto them. When the life of men in the southern Jambu- 
dvipa reaches the length of ten years, there will come the time of wars and 
destruction. I he Good Law will disappear. After this period will come the time 
when men five a hundred years. Men will again strive for good, and the 
sixteen Arhats will manifest themselves in the world. They shall preach the 
Law, and will save multitudes of people. The time will then come when men 
live 60.000 years, The Law will spread over the whole world. After this 
period comes the time when men live 70.000 years. In this period the Law will 
disappear. The sixteen great Arhats with their retinue will again manifest 
themselves on this earth. By their magical power they will erect a stupa, ador
ned with Seven Jewels. Under this stupa they shall place all that remains of 
the earthly body of Qakyamuni, the Tathagata, the Arhat, the Supreme Buddha. 
In a lofty procession they will make the round of the stupa, honouring it with 
perfume and flowers. When Ihe rite of contemplative admiration is fulfilled,

RCERICH, TIBETAN PAINTINGS
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they will all rise into the air, and, facing the stupa, they will pronounce the 
following words :

« Hommage to the Exalted One, the Çâkya, the Tathâgata, the Arhat, the 
Supreme Buddha ! We had received the order to protect the Law, and to per
forin meritorious actions for the benefit of .men and gods. The vessel of the 
Law comes to its end, the cycle of causality is finished. Now we take leave to 
enter into the Nirvana without end. » According to a former vow, a llanie will 
rise and consume their bodies. As the dying llame of a lamp, their bodies will 
disappear without leaving any trace. Ihe stupa will sink below the surface of 
the earth. The Law of the Exalted One will disappear forever. A great number 
of Pratyekabuddhas will make their appearance. Then will come the time, 
when men’s lives will have the length of 80.000 years and the assembly of 
Pratyekabuddhas in its turn will enter into Nirvana.

After this the Buddha of the future time, Maitreya, the Tathâgata, the 
Arhat, the Samyaksambuddha will appear in this world. The rest of the text 
contains a description of the future world, similar to those found in sùtras 
on the coming of Maitreya. Gf. Maitreya-Samiti-(the oriental iranian version) 
edited by E. Leumann (Strassburg, 1919, part x, verse ir3 and foil. ; also P. 
Demieville, in the Bulletin de l’Ecole Française d’Extrême-Orient, XX, IV, 
pp. 158-170). We propose to make a special study of the cult of Maitreya.

Let us turn now to the detailed study of the paintings. On the banner Nr. 1 
(204 x i3 3/4), we see the Exalted One surrounded by sixteen great Arhats and 
assisted by his two great disciples, Çâriputra and Maudgalyâyana, who are seen 
standing on both sides of the throne ; in front of the throne we see Hva-çang 
and Dharmatala, the two religious supporters. The Lord Buddha is seated in 
the middle on a lotus throne (Padmâsana) (*). In front of the throne is placed 
the Wheel of the Law with different offerings on a kind of altar. I11 the lower cor
ners of the banner wee see the four king-guardians of the four cardinal points of 
space. Note the unusual pose of Virddhaka, king of the southern region, in the 
left corner. The color scheme of the paintings is red-golden on a greenish 
background. The upper cloth of the Arhats is yellow with golden embroidery, 

the undercloth is red.

('*'1 In his left hand he is holding the bowl (Skrt. patra) The left hand makes the sign of « attes
tation ».
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The following scheme will facilitate the description. The numbers on it do 
not correspond to those of the Tibetan list of Arhats. We shall mention every 
time the place of the Arhat in the Tibetan list :

1. The Arhat Añgaja (Tib. Yan-lag-’ byuii). The Elder dwells on Mount Ti-se 
(Kailasa). His attribute are a fan and incense-burner. He is the first of the Ti
betan list.

2. Bakula (Tib. Ba-ku-la). The Elder dwells in Uttarakuru, the northern 
region. His attribute is a rat vomitting a jewel. He is the ninth of the Tibetan 
list. (This attribute is a sufficient proof that Bakula is an alteration of Nakula, 
given by the Chinese lists. Nakula means in Sanskrit « ichneumon », and also 
« purse )>, because purses were made with the skin of the animal. — P. Pelliot).

3. Vajrlputra. (Tib. rDo-rje mo’i bu). He dwells in Ceylan (Simhaladvipa). He 
is bolding the fan in his left hand ; the right hand is raised. He is the fifth of the 
Tibetan list.

4- Badhra (Tib. Bzaii-po). The Elder dwells in Yamunadvipa. His attribute 
is usually a book ; on our painting he is seen in meditation. He is the sixth of 
the Tibetan list.

5. Kanakabharadvaja (Tib. Bha-ra-dva-dsa gser-can). He dwells in Aparago- 
dani. lie is seen in meditation. He is the eighth of Tibetan list.

6. Rábula (Tib. sGra-gcan ’dsin). He dwells in Priyaiigudvipa. His attribute 
is a crown. He is the tenth of the Tibetan list.

7- Kálika' (Tib. Dus-ldan). He dwells in Tamradvipa. His attributes are 
two golden trinkets. He is the fourth of the Tibetan list.

8. Pindolabliaradvaja (Tib. Bha-ra-dva-dsa bsod-sñoms len). He dwells in 
Pürvavideha. His attributes are the book and the bowl. We have already men
tioned that this Arhat was widely venerated. Space does not permit us to relate 
the legends concerning him (*). He is the twelfth of the Tibetan list.

9. Ajita (lib. Ma-pham-pa). He dwells on mount Telia. lie is seen in 
meditation, the head covered by his upper garment. He is the second of the Ti
betan list.

10. Panthaka (Tib. I.am-bstan). He dwells in the Tray aslri nicas heaven. His 
attribute is a book. He is the thirteenth of the Tibetan list.

(*) On the legend of Pindola, see the article of S. Levi el Ed. Chavannes, J. As. 1916, II, p. 
20.4; J. Przyluski, La legende dc l’Empereur Afoka, pp. 68-98.

Number 2. Arhats
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11. Vanavasi (Tib. Nags-na gnas). He dwells in the Saptaparnl cave. His attri
bute is a fan. He is the third of the Tibetan list.

12. Nagasena (Tib. kLu’i sde). He dwells on Mount Vipulaparpva. His 
attributes are a vase and the stick called khakkhara. (Tib. ’Kliar-gsil). He is the 
fourteenh of the Tibetan list.

13. Kanakavatsa (Tib. gSer-be’u). He dwells in Ka^mira. His attribute is a 
lasso. He is the seventh of the Tibetan list.

i,j. Gopaka (Tib. sBed-byed). He dwells on Mount Vatsa. His attribute is a 
book. He is the fifteenth of the Tibtean list.

15. Cudapanthaka (Tib. Lam-phran-bstan. He dwells on Mount Grdhra- 
kuta ; he is seen meditating. He is the eleventh of the Tibetan list.

16. Abheda (Tib. Mi-phyed). He dwells on the Himalayas. His attribute is 
a stupa. He is the sixteenth of the Tibetan list.

The group of sixteen great Arhats is assisted by Hva-cang and Dharmatala, 
called in Tibetan « religious supporters » (bstan-pa’i sbyin-bdag). The two last 
named belong to the popular religion of China, this being evident by the fact 
that they are considered to be able to master the Dragon and the Tiger — two 
symbols current in Taoism. There can be little doubt that they were introduced 
into the group of sixteen Arhats in China and that the newly constituted group 
reached Tibet from China (*). They are not considered to be Arhats in Tibet : 
this is made clear by their dress. The upasaka Dharma (Tib. dGa-bsnen Dharma) 
is regularly represented with long hair, wearing the costume of a laic. On our 
painting he is seen standing, holding a fan and a vessel. Note a kind of string 
( it may be the smoke from the incense contained in the vessel) which connects 
him with a small figure of the Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha, seen a little above the 
altar. His favourite animal, the tiger, is seen at his side. Dharmatala, or Dhar- 
matrata, was a celebrated doctor of the Hinayana, the compiler of the Udana- 
varga, a collection of verses in Sanskrit corresponding to the Pali Dhamma- 
pada. Hva-pang is a transcription of the Chinese huo-shang, which in its turn 
turn comes back to the Skrt. upadhyaya, « preceptor », through the interme
diary of a Khotanese form (**). The title is an ordinary designation of a monk

(*) S. Levi and Chavannes, ibid., p. ii6-i47-
(**) Ibid., p. i5i.
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in Chinese Buddhism. In Tibet the name Hva-qang is applied to the Chinese 
monk who came to Tibet during the reign of king Kri-sron Ide-btsan to 
preach the Mahayana. His full name in Tibetan Buddhism is Hva-qang Maha
yana. He is represented on our banner holding a rosary and a conch. Bound 
him are seen children at play. Hva-gang is usually personified in religious 
dances performed by the lamas.

The paintings Nrs. 2 (a3 i/4xi6 r/4) and 3 (a3 i/4xi6 1/4) belong to a 
group of seven banners representing the Buddha surrounded by the Great 
Arhats. Ihe middle one, on which the Exalted One was undoubtedly represen
ted, is missing. Both paintings are well executed. On banner Nr. 2 we see 
represented the Arhats Kanakavatsa and Cudapanthaka. They are assisted by Hva- 
pang. For all details see the description of the painting Nr. r. In the upper 
corners are seen the green Tara and the goddess Sitatapatra. In the lower cor
ners we see Virudhaka and Dhrtarastra. Virudhaka is attended by a kumbhanda. 
Dhrtarastra has at his side a playing gandharva. (Shigatse School.) The paint- 
in Nr. 3 represents the Arhats Panthaka and Abheda. They are assisted by 
Dharmatala, who is seated, holding an umbrella. In the upper corners are 
seen the white Tara and the goddess Usnlsavijaya. In the lower corners we see 
Virupaksa and Vaipravana. A Naga is presenting Virupaksa with a conch. A yaksa 
is offering a basket of fruits to Vai^ravana (*).

The banner Nr. 4 (24 1/2 x i5 3/4) is particularity interesting for its techni
que. The presence of a camel and the Mongolian costume of the two men 
offering flowers and fruit seem to indicate the east-tibetan origin of our banner. 
The style is very different from the others already described. We are of the opi
nion that the painting is the work of a Derge artist. The Arhats represented 
are : Ajita, who is seen seated on a throne ; a strange looking creature is pre
senting him fruit ; Kalika, seen seated on a throne, having in front of him a 
pair of shoes and a table with his bowl standing on it ; two men, possibly Mon
gols, are offering him flowers and fruit. Vanavasi, seated on a mat ; a forest- 
dweller is offering him a basket with fruit. In the upper corners of the banner 
are seen a Tara and an Avalokitecvara.

( ) All the four king-guardians are seen clad in arn our. On Tibetan armour, see the impor
tant publication by Dr B. Laufer, Chinese Clay figures, Part I, Prolegomena on the History of De
fensive armor, pp. 252-257.

Number 3. Arhats
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(

Because of its style, we consider the painting Nr. 5 (22 3/4x i5 1/2) to 
belong to the same group as painting Nr. 4. We see the Exalted One seated on the 
lotus throne. In his left hand he is holding his alms bowl, with his right hand 
he is making the sign of attestation. In front of the throne is seen an altar with 
the Wheel of the Law on it. The back of the throne is richly ornamented. On the 
top of it we see the bird Garuda (Tib. Khyuri). In front of the altar are two deities, 
one presenting the Wheel of the Law, the, other a kind of conch. On the top of the 
painting we see the future Buddha, Maitreya, with two lotus flowers support
ing a amrta vessel, and a Wheel of the Law, and the Buddha Dipahkara (Tib. 
Marme-mdsad). the Exalted One is attended by his two great disciples Qariputra 
and Maudgalyayana.

Painting Nr. 6 (28x21) represents Qakyamuni seated on a lotus throne. 
With his left hand the Buddha is holding the alms bowl, with his right hand 
he is making the sign of attestation. The color of the body is golden ; the 
monastic robe is thrown on both shoulders, leaving the chest uncovered. The 
robe is of a yellow color, the lower garment (Pali : antaravasaka) is red with 
golden embroidery. The inside circle of the nimbus round the head is green, 
the outside one is violet, the halo round Ihe body is blue and yellow, radiating 
with golden rays. In front of the throne are seen the Wheel of the Law and a 
pond with lotuses. The Buddha is surrounded by his eight spiritual sons (ne- 
ba’i sras-chen brgyad-pa). On the top of the painting are seen Ihe Dhyani- 
Buddha Amitabha ; Vaidurya-raja, the Buddha of Medicine ; the goddess dMag- 
zor-ma, a fearful form of Cridevi (Tib. dPal—Idan lha-mo). She is seen hold
ing the cup Kapala and brandishing the club. To the right is seen the goddess 
Ma-cig dpal lha-mo, a benign form of Qridevi. The goddess is holding the ban
ner, and a basket tilled with fruit.

On the lower part of the painting are seen Kuvera, the god of riches, 
riding a white lion and holding the banner, and Ihe mungoose, vomiting the 
jewel ; the color of the body is golden ; this form of Kuvera is called in Ti
betan zNam-sras-gser-chen ; Mahakala, under the form of the « Protector of 
Ihe Tent », (Tib. Gur-gyi mgon-po) ; and the goddess Vasudhara (Tib. Nor- 
'dsin ser-rno), the cakti of Kuvera ; the color of the goddess is golden ; she is 
seen holding in her six hands the sword, the wheel of life, the book, the flo
wer, and a basket of fruit ; one of the hands makes the sign of charity.

6
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DHYANI-BUDDHAS
(Tib. rGyal-ba rigs-lna)

Mahäyäna Buddhism knows live meditative or celestial Buddhas. They are 
eternally dwelling in contemplation and never were Bodhisaltvas. They corres
pond to the live elements (Skrt. skandha) and to Ihe five senses. Each of these trans-
cendental Buddhas reigns over a cosmic period and manifests himself to the 
saints plunged in deep meditation. To each of the five meditative Buddhas cor
respond a « human Buddha » (Skrt. mânusibuddha) and a bodhisattva. The 
last one is called a dhyâni-bodhisattva and is considered to be the spiritual son 
of the meditative Buddha (*). Each of the Dhyàni-Buddhas has his own color, 
müdrâ, situation, and vehicle. The following table will be found useful :

Human Buddhas 
(Mânusibuddhas)

Sanskrit names

1. Krakucchanda.
2. Kanakamuni.
3. Kâcyapa.
4- Çâkyamuni.
5. Maitreya.

Tibetan names
1. ’Khor-ba ’dsig.
2. gSer-thub.
3. ’Od-srun.
4- Çâkya thub-pa.
5. Byams-pa.

Meditative Buddhas 
(Dhyäni-Buddhas)

Vairocana.
Aksobhya.
Batnasambhava.
Amitâbha.
Amoghasiddhi.

rNam-par snan-mdsad. 
Mi-bskyod-pa.
Rin-chen ’byuh-gnas. 
’Od-pag-med.
Don-yod ’grub-pa.

Meditative Bodhisattvas 
(Dhyäni-Bodhisattvas)

Samantabhadra.
Vajrapâni.
Balnapäni.
Avalokiteçvara-Padmapâni.
Viçvapâni.

Kun-t.u bzah-po.
Phyag-na rdo-rje. 
Phyag-na rin-chen. 
Spvan-ras-gzigs.
Phyag-na tshogs.

(*) P. Ollramare, L’Histoire des idées Ihéosophiques dans 
295 ; Grünwedel, Buddhist art in India, p. ig5.

l’Inde. La Théosophie bouddhique, p
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Meditative Buddhas Color Mudra Situation Vehicle

Vairocana. white. teaching. center. lion.
Aksobhya. blue. attestation. orient. elephant
Ratnasambhava. yellow'. charity. south. horse.
Amitâbha. red. meditation. west. swan.
Amoghasiddhi. green. fearlessness. north. garuda.

According to the Kâlacakra system, the five meditative Buddhas emanated 
from Adi-Buddha, a primordial Buddha of the system.

The meditative Buddhas are usually seen on paintings wearing a monastic 
robe, deprived of all ornaments. Sometimes they are represented with their ça- 
ktis or female energies. When represented under this last form they wear a 
diadem and the usual (*) Bodhisattva attire.

The fact that Sir Aurel Stein and Dr. Brainerd Spooner have discovered at 
Sarhi-Bahlol several figures of Bodhisattvas, wearing in their diadems small 
figures of Buddhas seated in meditation, seems to indicate that the Gandhâra 
artists were already acquainted with the theory of transcendental Buddhas. 
Anyhow, the custom of placing a Dhyâni-Buddha in the diadem of a Bodhi
sattva goes back to the Gandhâra period (**).

The group of the five meditative Buddhas is represented on paintings 

Nr. 16 and Nr. 18.
Painting Nr. 7 (20 1/2x16).
This painting represents the Sukhâvatï paradise (Tib. bDe-ba-can).
The Dhyâni-Buddha Amitâbha is seen seated in meditation, his hands cros

sed on his lap, holding the alms bowl. The color of the body is red. The medi
tative Buddha is seated on a lotus throne. In front of the throne is seen a pond 
with a lotus flower which supports the Wheel of the Law'. Round the meditative 
Buddha are seen the eight principal Bodhisattvas, holding lotus flowers in 

their hands.

*’) A. Grünwedel, Mythologie, p. 100.
'■*) A. Foucber, L’art gréro bouddhique du Gindhâra, vol. 11. Case. I, p. 333-336.

Number 5. Buddha and his two great disciples
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(Tib. Yi-dam)

It is difficult to interpret this term without running into mistakes. The 
word itself (yi-dam yid-dam-pa) is explained as « one possessing a firm or 
fixed mind ». It is a divine being manifesting itself in meditation (Yi-dam m : 
yid-brtan-po dam-par byed-cin lha sgom-pa’i phyir-ro) (*)• This class of deities 
is represented in this collection by several well executed paintings, on which 
we see Vajrakila, Yamantaka, Samvara, and others. Each lama, often each 
buddhist devotee, has a tutelary deity (Skrt. ista-devata) of his own. He choo
ses his protector either for the whole of his life or for some special purpose. 
The Tantric literature contains many passages describing the character of the 
different Yi-dams and prescribing various rites in order to propitiate the deity. 
Usually these protecting deities appear under a terrible form (Skrt. bhairava ; 

Tib. drag-po).
They are represented on images with several heads and with numerous 

hands, holding flaming attributes. Usually they are seen associated with their 
Qaktis. This last form is considered to be very efficient in conjurations. They 
appear on a flaming background. The yi-dams of the rNin-ma sect are winged; 
those of the dGe-lugs-pa have no wings. The head of such tutelary deities is 
adorned with a crown made of human skulls (Tib. thod-pan). Round their 
bodies are often seen garlands of human heads. They are standing on pros
trate human bodies. Their arms and legs are adorned with bracelets. Round 
the waist they have a kind of belt with ribbons and precious stones. On their 
chest they often wear a kind of string with the image of the Wheel of the Taw in 
the middle. On some Tantric images a serpent is seen ready to bite the Wheel. 
The cult of these tutelary deities spread very widely over the countries where

(*) I am indebted tor this information to Lam.i Lobzang Mingyur.
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Lamaism gained a stronghold. Each Buddhist sect has a protecting deity of 
its own : thus Yamantaka is the yi-dam of the dGe-lugs-pa sect, and the cult 
of Vajrakila is especially recommended among the rNih-ma-pa lamas.

The painting Nr. VIII (Pl. VI), (25 1/2x17), represents Vajrakfla with his 
cakti (Tib. rDo-rje phur-pa yab-yum) The banner is of an especially fine exe
cution. The figures are numerous and drawn with great care. The iconogra- 
phical value of the painting is great, for each of the deities represented has 
its name inscribed below. Vajrakfla is seen in the middle. He has three heads 
adorned with the crown of human skulls. His body is dark green ; that of his 
pakti is green. The head to the right is red, that to the left is white. He has 
six arms ; the first pair of hands is holding the magic dagger ; the second — 
the thunderbolt, and the magical sceptre with the trident ; the third pair — the 
vajra, and the lasso. The deity is wearing a tiger skin and an elephant skin. 
The garland of human heads is seen round the body. The pakti is holding the 
cup made of a human skull.

1. A tantric form of the Bodhisattva Samantabhadra (Tib. Chos-sku Kun- 
bzan yab yum). Samantabhadra (Tib. Kun-tu bzan-po) is the Dhyani-Bodhi- 
sattva of the Dhyani-Buddha Vairocana. He is venerated by the old sects as a 
primordial Buddha

2. Vajrasattva (Tiv. rDo-rje sems-pa). The attributes are not clearly seen.
3. Padmasambhava (Tib. sLob-dpon Padma ’byun-gnas). The teacher is 

holding the thunderbolt, the cup, and the magic sceptre.
k. rJe-btsifn Mar-pa. Mar-pa was the teacher of the famous Tibetan poet- 

mystic Mi-la ras-pa (io38-ni2 A. D.). Mar-pa is said to be the pupil of ’Brom- 
ston and Atfpa. He was the founder of the bKa-brgyud-pa (pron. Ka-jii-pa) sect 
(about 1080 A. D.), whose object it was to reconcile the ideas of the old sects 
with those of the newly established bKa-gdams-pa sect, whose founder was 
Atfpa.

5. The figure probably represents the great lo-tsa-ba or translator Vairo
cana, who began under the guidance of Padmasambhava the translation of Bud
dhist scriptures into Tibetan. According to a legend, Vairocana knew 3oo lan
guages .(*). He is seen holding the quadruple vajra and a book. He wears the 
lama dress of the rNin-ma sect.

( ) B. Läufer, Der Roman einer Tibetischen Königin. Leipzig, 1911 ; see index under Vairocana.

Number 8. Vajrakila
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6. Jo-mo bKris-tshe-rin-ma. The goddess is seen holding a mirror and the 

cup made of a human skull.
7. Humkara. The deity is represented with six hands. The attributes are : 

the magic dagger, the hook, the knife, the bow and arrow. The color of the 
body is green, the gakti is light green.

8. Ilayagriva (Tib. rTa-mgrin, « Horse-neck »). Venerated as the protector
of horses. His cult was specially recommended by Padmasambhava to the king
Kri-isrofi ide-btsan. He is said to drive away demons by neighing. He usually
holds the sceptre, the lasso, the wheel and the sword. The color of the body
id red-brown. The gakti on our painting ils light red, but usually she is light
blue. On this painting the yi-darn has six hands and is holding the magic 
dagger, the quadruple thunderbolt, the sceptre, the thunderbolt, and the cup.

9. dbYug-snon sder-mo. The deity is represented with six hands, holding 
the magic dagger, the lasso, the club, the thunderbolt, and the cup. The co
lor of the yi-dam is dark green, the gakti is light green.

10. ’Dod-dral-mna. The deity is represented with six hands, holding the 
magic dagger, the hook, the spear, the thunderbolt, and the cup. The color 
of the body is light red, the gakti is white.

11. rNam-rgyal snam-ma. The deity is represented with six hands, holding 
the magic dagger, the wheel, the bell, the thunderbolt, and the cup. The co
lor of the yi-dam and of the gakti is white.

12. mGon-po ma-lin. The deity is represented with six hands, holding the 
maggic dagger, the sword, the lasso, the thunderbolt and the cup. The co
lor of the deity is green, the gakti is light green.

13. gQin-rje-gged. The deity has six hands, holding the magic dagger, the 
nrungoose, the sceptre, the thunderbolt and the cup. The color of the deity 
is dark green, the gakti is green.

14. Khams-gsum-gsod-byed. The yi-dam is represented with six hands hold
ing the magic dagger, the axe, the lasso, the thunderbolt, and the cup. The co
lor of the deity and of the gakti is white.

10. Mi-gyo gtun-khun. The deity is represented with six hands, holding 
the magic dagger, the lasso, the knife, the thunderbolt, and the cup. The co
lor of the deity and of the gakti is light green.

16. sTobs-chen bskul-byed. The deity has six hands, holding the magic
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dagger, the bow and arrow, the thunderbolt, and the cup. The color is dark 
green, the Qakti is green.

17. Ratnakiia. Ibis deity is represented with six hands, holding the magic 
dagger, the mungoose, the lasso, the mirror and the cup. The color is yel
low. The lower part of the body is in the shape of a dagger.

18. Padmakiia. Ihe deity has six hands, holding the magic dagger, the 
chain, the sword, the lotus and the cup. The color is red.

19. Vajrakna. This form of the yi-dam has six hands, holding the magic 
dagger, the wheel, the lasso, the hook and the thunderbolt. The color is green.

20. Karmaklla. The deity has six hands, holding the magic dagger, the 
sceptre, the bell, the quadruple thunderbolt, and the lasso.

21. sNags-kyi sruii-ma. This deity is considered to be the protector of the 
i'antra doctrine. The deity is holding the trident and the cup made of a human 
skull. Round the body is seen the string of human heads.

22. Ye-ges mgon-po, a form of Mahakala. The deity is regarded as the 
protector of knowledge. He is represented with six hands, holding the magic 
dagger, the cup, the thunderbolt, the club, the stick and the rosary. The color 
of the deity is blue.

23. Rahu (Tib. sGra-gcan). The demon is represented shooting the bow. 
lie has nine heads and four arms. Besides the bow, he is holding the lasso 
and the thunderbolt (usually he holds a banner). His body is in the form of a 
dragon. On the painting there is the following Tibetan inscription : The great 
rsi Rahu accepted the words of Vajradhara : drink the warm blood of the 
heart of an enemy and cut down the family of an enemy at its foot (Drah- 
sron chcn-po Ra-hu-las rDo-rje ’chan-gi bka bsin-du yid la snail (gnag) : Dgra- 
bo’i sniii-khrag drom-mo sal-du gsol, dgra-bo’i mi-brgyud rtsa-nas chod).

24. Phyag-bsi mgon-po. The deity is represented with four heads and four 
arms, holding the club, the banner, the knife and the lasso. It is seen riding 
on a phantastic animal with the horns of a bull. The color of the deity is blue.

25. Srid-pa’i rgyal-mo. The deity has six hands, holding the thunderbolt, 
the cup, the sword, the mungoose, the club and the trident. It is riding a mule.

26. Lha chen-po rdo-rje ’bar-ba rtsal. The deity is riding a horse and 
holding a whip.

27. dPal-ldan lha-mo (Skrt: Qridevi, Qrimati Devi). The goddess is holding 
a sword and the cup. She is seen riding a mule.

■ J®?

Number 9. Samvara
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28. bTsan rgyal. He wears an armour and is seen on horseback. With his 
right hand he is spearing a human body, lying on the ground ; with his left 
hand he catches the same body with a rope. bTsan-rgyal is a demon king con

quered by Padmasambhava.
29. bDiil-rgyal, the king of demons. He is seen on horseback, holding a 

banner and a rope.
30. kku-rgyal, Nagaraja. He is seen on horseback, holding a vase and a 

string.

The painting Nr. 9 (pi. VII) (25 i/4xi6 3/4) represents the yi-dam bDe- 
mchog (Samvara). The particular form represented on our painting is called in 
Tibetan dPal ’khor-lo sdom-pa. The yi-dam is represented with his pakti. He has 
four heads. The central one is blue, the two heads to the left are green and 
red, the head to the right is yellow. He wears the crown of human skulls, the 
tiger skin and the string of severed human heads. In his twelve hands be is hold
ing the following attributes : (right) the elephant skin (Tib. Glan-1 pags), the 
axe, the knife (gri-gug), the trident the drum and the thunderbolt ; (left) the 
elephant skin, the cup, the lasso, the severed head of Brahma (Tib. Tshan-pa i 
sgo) with four faces, the magical sceptre and the thunderbolt.

His pakti is holding the gri-gug knife. The yi-dam’s body is of a blue co
lor, his pakti is red. Both are standing on prostrate human bodies. Under 
the right foot, the body of a man holding the knife and the cup ; under 
the right foot-the body of a man holding the drum. Above is seen Aksobhya with 
his pakti (Tib. Mi-bskyod-pa yab-yum). The Dhyani-Buddha is holding a thun

derbolt.
2. The yi-dam dPal-dus-kyi ’khor-lo. dPal-dus-kyi ’khor-lo is the yi-dam of 

Qambhala, a mystic country in the north where the Kalacakra system originated. 
The body of the yi-dam is blue. One of the legs is white, the other red. He 
has three heads. He is represented with twenty four arms, with numerous attri

butes. His pakti is yellow.
3. Hevajra (Tib. dPal-kyai rdo-rje). The yi-dam is green, the pakti is blue. 

The deity is represented with eight heads and four legs. (*)

*
(*) For a description of this yi-dam, see Prof. A. Griinwedel, Mythologie des Buddhismus in Ti

bet und der Mongolei, p. 107 ct fig. 86.

7
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In the four corners are represented four Dákinis (Tib. mKa-’gro-ma). All 
four wear the usual Dakinl attire : the crown of skulls and the string of human 
skulls. They have four hands holding the magic sceptre, the cup, and the drum. 
Nr. 4 is yellow, Nr. 5 is red, Nr. 6 is grey, Nr. 7 is light green. All four are 
standing on prostrate human bodies.

The yi-dam bDe-mchog incarnates himself in the Grand Lama of Peking, the 
ICañ-skya Khutukhtu. The cult of this yi-dam is particularly popular in the

/ Tsa-ri province.
Painting Nr. 10 (3o 3/4x22 1/2) represents the yi-dam bDe-mchog. The 

painting is very damaged.
Painting Nr. 11 (24 i/4 x 16 1/4) represents Yamantaka (Tib. rDo-rje ’jigs- 

byed) surrounded by tutelary deities. Yamantaka is the Tantric form of the Bodhi- 
sattva Mañjucri, who subdued under this form the king of death, Yama. He is 
considered to be the yi-dam of the dGe-lugs-pa sect. Yamantaka has the head 
of a bull. Above him is seen the red head of a fearful deity and the scornful 
face of the Bodhisattva Mañjuprí. The body of the yi-dam is blue, its pakti is 
light blue. Yamantaka has sixteen legs and thirty-four arms. He is holding the 
following attributes : in his right hands he has the gri-gug knife, the tiger 
skin, the hook, the magic dagger, the club, the mortar, the magic sceptre, the 
knife, the conch, the spear, the thunderbolt, the axe, a kind of hammer, a 
spear, a sword, an arrow and the drum.. In his left hands he has a cup made of 
a human skull, the skin of a tiger, a severed human head, a shield, a human 
body on a spear, a human leg, a pot, the lasso, the skull, a human head, human 
bowels, a bell, and a spear. He is standing on human and animal bodies.

1, 2, 3 represent Tsoñ-kha-pa and his two disciples rGyal-tshab-rje, holding 
the lotus and the wheel, and mKhas-grub-rje holding the bowl. rGyal-ba Tsoñ- 
kha-pa is sometimes seen assisted by Atica and Nágárjuna.

4. represents dPal-gsaii ba ’dus-pa. The deity is blue, the pakti light blue.
5. dPal-'khor-lo sdom-pa.
6. Avalokitepvara with four arms (Tib. Spyan-ras-gzigs phyag-bsi-pa).
7. Yaipravana (rNam-thos-sras), holding the banner and the mungoose.
8. Gur-gyi mgon-po, the « Protector of the Tent >>, a form of Mahákála. 

The deity is blue and is holding the gri-gug knife and the cup.
9. mGon-po bram-ze gzugs-can, or the « Protector with the body of a Brah

man ». His body is blue, the hair on the head is white. He is holding the

Number 12. mGon-po Phyag-drug
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sword, the cup and the banner. On his rigid arm hangs a garland of human 
skulls. He is sitting on a prostrate human body. The protector is also a form 

of Mahakala.
10. Chos-rgyal phyi-sgrub, a form of the god of death, Yama. He is stand

ing on a Lull, holding the club and the lasso, lie has the head of a bull ; his 
color is blue, llis gakti, seen behind him, is light blue.

11. mGon-po phyag-drug-pa, or the « Protector with six hands ». This form 
of Mahakala was recommended to the Mongols by the third Dalai-Lama. The 
god is holding the gri-gug knife, the cup, the drum, the lasso, the trident 
and the string of skulls. The color is blue, lie is standing on a prostrate 
human body. He is one of the « eight terrible ones » (Tib. drag-gsed).

12. Qridevi (Tib. Lha-mo). The deity is seen riding a white mule. She is 
holding the trident and the cup. Her body is blue. She is regarded as the pro
tector of Lhasa and the spouse of Yama. On this painting she is seen crossing 

a pond of demon’s blood.
Painting Nr. 12 (Pl. VHI) (23 i/4x i5 1/2).
The identification of this yi-dam is not certain. The lamas, whom we had 

the occasion to ask, called the deity « mGon-po phyag-drug ». The color of 
the deity is blue, its cakti is green. The deity is represented with three heads 
and six arms. The head to its left is red. The yi-dam is holding the thunderbolt 
and the cup kapala. Round the central figure are seen different yi-dams, pro
bably various forms of the mGon-po phyag-drug. Above the central figure are 
seen : the Bodhisattva Samantabhadra, Vajradhara, Maujupri, Cakyamuni, the 
teacher Padmasambhava, and the founder of the Karma-pa sect (Tib. rGyal-ba 

Kar-ma-pa).
The painting comes from a Kar-ma-pa monastery. It is designed with gold 

on a black background. The figures are colored. All the details of ornamen
tation are executed with great care. The painting belongs to the sino-tibetan 
art of the XVIH-XVIllth centuries.
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BODHISATTVAS
(Tib. Byan-chub sems-pa)

I

t

I

Let us turn now to the study of the different forms of Bodhisattvas — 
those saintly beings whose cult is so widely spread wherever the teachings of 
the Great Vehicle found their way. Various explanations have been given to 
the term « Bodhisattva ». The reason for such a multitude of interpretations 
lies in the fact that the term itself is not easily understood. « Bodhi » signifies 
« highest consciousness », and « sattva » generally means reality, essence, a 
living being. The term tends to convey the notion of a being who contains 
in himself the germ of Bodhi.

The Hinayana proclaimed the ideal of Arhalship, whose object was the pas
sionless striving for Nirvana. The Mahayana in its turn proclaimed the lofty ideal 
of Bodhisattvas, numerous « as the sand of the Ganges », whose chief charac
teristic is compassion.

Out of infinite compassion for humanity they delayed the attainment of 
Nirvana and remained in this world to help the striving human beings and to 
preach the Law. The ideal of a Bodhisattvas sacrifice found its expression in 
the following words found in a passage quoted by Qantideva in his « Compen
dium of Buddhist Doctrine » (*) : « A Bodhisattva in this world has no jewel 
that he does not give up out of love of the Law. There is no bodily activity on 
which he does not venture. Under innumerable forms they assist humanity 
and render help to those who implore them. »

To this effect it is said in the Vimalakirti-nirdepa, quoted by Qantideva (**) : 
« They (the Bodhisattvas) practice enjoyment among the sensual, they show 
meditation amongst those who meditate ; they destroy Mara and give no open
ing to him. As a lotus in the fire exists not, even so they show that desires 
and meditation exist not. Of set purpose they become a courtezan Io draw men

(*) Ciksasamuccaya, p. 3g, Translated by C. Bendall and W. Rouse. London, 1922.
(**) Ibid., p. 291.
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and, alluring them by the hook of lust, establish them in the Buddha’s wisdom. 
They become villagers at any time, or merchants, or chaplains, courtiers great 
or small, for the good of the world. For the poor they become treasures inexhaus
tible and, giving them gifts, produce the thought of enlightenment. Amidst 
those who are stiff in pride they become mighty athletes ; they seek the supreme 
wisdom that destroys all pride. When any are tormented with fear, they stand 
ever before them, they give them security and ripen them for wisdom. Becom
ing the live kinds of transcendent knowledge, virtuous sages, they teach all beings 
in virtue, in the effort of mercy and tenderness. They look on the reverend who 
need service in this world, they become clever servants, or slaves, and render 
obedience. They do every thing clever in every kind of service to make one be
come. a lover of the Law. »

Invisible, they are always present among men. Thus in Buddhist monas
teries in China they are thought to attend the religious sermons delivered by 
the Abbot, who offers to them, invisibly present, incense, while the whole con
gregation of monks sings : « Hommage to the Bodhisattvas, Mahasattvas, who 
are assembled here in multitudes, numerous as the sand of the Ocean. » (*)

The spiritual evolution of a Bodhisattva, generally called his path (Skrt. 
carya), consists of four distinct stages :

1) Prakrticarya, the original course.
2) Pranidhanacarya, the vow or firm resolution. According to ancient tra

dition, the future Bodhisattva has to pronounce his vow of firm resolution be
fore a Buddha. Having been annointed by the Tathagata, he becomes a 
Bodhisattva, striving for higher consciousness, wearing the costume of a royal 
prince, as symbol of his being- a spiritual son af a Tathagata, the Emperor of 
the Universe. In the last two stages, he is already a Bodhisattva.

3) In this stage, called Anuloma-carya, he acts in accordance with the vow 
taken.

4) In this stage he is already firmly established on his path, and therefore 
this stage is named « the path on which there is no return » (Skrt. Anivartan^ 
carya).

The religious feelings of the Mahayana devotees found expression in the 
adoration of these innumerable infinite]y-merciful beings. Among them there is

a group of eight Bodhisattvas who are frequently seen on lamaistic images. We 
give their names in their canonical order :

1. Mahjupri or Manjughosa (Tib. ’Jam-dpal or ’Jam-dbyans). The Bodhi
sattva is placed at the head of the list of the eight principal Bodhisattvas be
cause of an erroneous interpretation of the second element of the name of the 
Bodhisattva, which was interpreted by Chinese translators as Skrt cira, head. (*)

2. Vajrapani (Tib. Phyag-na rdo-rje).
3. Avalokitegvara (Tib. Spyan-ras-gzigs).
4. Ksitigarbha (Tib. Sa-yi snin-po).
5. Sarvanivaranaviskambhi (Tib. sGrib-pa rnam-par-sel).
6. Akapagarbha (Tib. Nam-mka sniii-po).
7. Maitreya (Tib. Byams-pa, pron. Cam-pa).
8. Samantabhadra (Tib. Kun-tu bzan-po).

Of this group of eight principal Bodhisattvas three are especially venerated 
throughout the Mahayanist world, namely : Maitreya, the future Buddha, Ava- 
lokitegvara, the All-merciful Lord, and Manjucri, the Prince of knowledge.

On lamaistic images the Bodhisattvas have the appearance of rajakumaras, 
or royal princes, adorned with jewels and other ornaments. They have the sign 
between the eyebrows, but do not have the protuberance on the skull. On their 
heads they wear the diadem (Skrt. mukuta ; Tib. cod-pah). They wear bracelets 
on their arms (Skrt. keyuram ; Tib. dpun-rgyan). Heavy gold necklaces are 
hanging on their shoulders. The lower part of their body is wrapped in a piece 
of embroidered cloth called paridhana, which is the prototype of the modern 
Hindu dhoti. On their shoulders is thrown a kind of shawl (Skrt. uttarlya) made 
of a transparent cloth with embroidery. They wear the brahmanic string which 
is thrown on the left shoulder and which serves to distinguish them from fe
minine deities, wearing- a costume similar to that of the Bodhisattvas. Some
times a Bodhisattva is seen wearing the skin of a deer or tiger.

(*) Cf. Prof. S. Levi, Le Nepal, I, p. 343.

(*) l)e Groot, Code du Mahayana. p. i35.



MAITREYA
The Buddha of the future.

It is a difficult task to give only a brief sketch of this Bodhisattva, who 
incarnates in himself all the hopes of the Buddhist world — from the island of 
Ceylon to the lamaseries of Transbaikalia in Siberia.

Maitreya, « the Loving One », Ajita « the Invincible », such are the 
names given to him by his devotees. Maitreya is the only Bodhisattva known 
to the Hinayana. Already in the Digha-Nikaya (ill, p. 76) he is said to be the 
future Buddha, the successor of Qakyamuni. In a chapter of the Lal'ita-Vistara 
<ch. V, p. 3p), it is said that the Exalted One, before descending on earth from 
the Tusita heaven to become a Buddha appointed the Bodhisattva Maitreya as 
his successor and placed on his head his own Bodhisattva diadem.

Centuries have elapsed, but the Buddhists of ail sects expect the Future One 
to come. Fa-shien, the Chinese pilgrim of the Vth century A. D., relates to us the 
legend of the monastic bowl of Qakyamuni, which lies hidden until the time 
of the manifestation of Maitreya has come (*). But not only the bowl awaits the 
time of the coming of the future Buddha : in Mount Kukkutapada, near 
Gaya, lies the body of Kacyapa, who preserves the monastic robes of Gautama, 
the Buddha. When Maitreya makes his appearance in this world, he will 
miraculously split the mountain and receive from the sage the robes of 
the last Buddha. These legends clearly reflect the belief that the future Buddha 
will come to continue the teaching of Qakyamuni.

The spread of Mahayana is associated with the name of Maitreya. Fa-hsien, 
who, during his travels in India, heard and transcribed many local legends, tells 
the following one on the miraculous origin of the image of Maitryea (**) : 
« In this country (Darel) there was formerly an Arhat who, using his divine

(*) II. A. Giles, The travels of Fa-hsien, 7/1-75.
(**) Ibid, p. 9 (but I have changed the « folded legs » of Giles’translation into a « pedestal », 

<n agreement with a remark of Prof. P. Pelliot in T'oung Paox >92.3, p. 373).

8
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power, carried a clever artisan up to tire Tusita heavens to observe the height, 
complexion, and features of the Bodhisattva Maitreya, so that, when he came 
down, he might carve an image of him in wood.

Altogether he made three journeys for observation and afterwards executed 
an image eighty feet in height, the pedestal of which was eight feet high. 
On fast days it always shines with a brilliant light. The kings of near 
countries vie with one another in their offerings to it. From olden times until 
now it has been on view in this place. »

A similar legend is told by Iisuan-tsang in his « Records of the Western 
Countries (*). »

Fa-hsien tells us another interesting legend which explains, perhaps, the 
extraordinary spread of the cult of the Bodhisattva Maitreya in northern coun
tries, where Buddhism penetrated (**) : « When I inquired of the people of 
those parts, they all said that, according to an old tradition, Qramanas from 
India began to bring the Sutras and Disciplines across this river (the preceding 
passage describes the crossing of a river) from the date of the setting-up of 
Maitreya, Bodhisattva. This image was put up about three hundred years after 
the Nirvana of Buddha, which occured during the reign of king P’ing of the 
Chou dynasty (770-719 B. G.) ; hence it was said that the (Treat Doctrine began 
to spread abroad from the setting up of the image, and that who but our ghos
tly Master, Maitreya, who is to succeed Cakyamuni, could have caused the 
Precious I rinitv to be preached afar and foreigners to become acquainted with 
the Faith. » It is not clear from the context whether this last image is identical 
with the image located in Darel. Images of Bodhisattva Maitreya carved in 
rocks are frequently met with in Western Tibet and along the mountainous 
pases ot the North-West leading towards the great caravan routes of Tur- 
kistan.

Another tradition connects Maitreya directly with the origin of the Maha- 
vana school. According to it, the reputed founder of the Yogacara school of 
Buddhism, Asahga, on several occasions visited the Tusita heaven and there, in 
the presence of the future Buddha, penetrated into the essence of Mahayana. In 
North-Western India, where a good many of the famous doctors of Buddhism

(*) Ilsuan-lsang, Reo., I, p. i3T
(**) II. A. Giles, Travels of Fa-hsien, p. 10.
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lived and preached and from where went the stream of missionaries to the 
countries beyond the great snowy ranges of the llindukush and Qaraqorum, 
the cult of the future Buddha was a very popular one. This is clearly attested 
by the numerous figures of the Bodhisattva made of grey schist, excavated in 
the ¡soil of ancient Gandhâra. Prof. Toucher (*) has studied a number of 
these images. The Bodhisattva of the Gandhâra school is seen wearing the dia
dem, attired in a royal fashion, and holding the vessel (Kamandalu). Often he 
is seen seated cross-legged and making the sign of instruction. The nàga-puspa, 
common on later images of Maitreya, fails in Gandhâra.

The cult of the Bodhisattva was extremely popular along the two great 
caravan routes in Chinese Turkistan. Sir Aurel Stein brought from the oasis of Tun- 
huang a number of paintings representing the parivâra of the Bodhisattva Mait
reya. In later iconography several forms of the Bodhisattva are frequently met 
with. His body is always golden in color and he is often represented (this 
is the case in Tibet) under the form of a perfect Buddha. In Tibet the Bodhi
sattva is usually addressed with the title of rGyal-ba or Jina, an epithet always 
given to a Buddha. The old Gandhâra type, with the hands making the sign of 
instruction, is very popular in Tibet. The only difference is that behind the 
Bodhisattva are always seen the two Nâga [lowers. When represented in this 
form, the Bodhisattva often wears the monastic robes of a Buddha. In another 
form we see the Bodhisattva standing, attired in the garments of a Bodhisattva, 
wearing on his head the diadem with a small stupa in it (when the Bodhisattva 
has no diadem, the stupa is painted on his forehead). The right hand is making 
the sign of argumentation or, sometimes, the sign of charity. Ihe left hand is 
holding the amrta vessel. In a third form Maitreya is seated, dressed as a Bodhi
sattva, his hands folded on his lap in the sign of meditation, and holding bet
ween his fingers the gullet of the amrta vessel.

Finally there exists a Tantric form of the Bodhisattva with Kurukulla on his 
right and Bhrkutf on his left. Professor Fouclrer has published in his Iconogra
phie Bouddhique (**) a Maitreya-sàdhana, where another form of the Bodhisattva 
with three faces and four arms is described. In Tibet the Bodhisattva is often 
represented seated on the throne in a European fashion. This way of sitting is

(*) A. Fouchei, 1,’arl gréco-bouddhique du Gandhâra, vol. II, pp. a3o-aâf).
(**) Fasc, II, p, Z|8,

1
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considered to be characteristic of tlie Bodhisattva and to symbolize the fact that lie 
is ready to come, and has already lowered his legs from the throne (*).

The Bodhisattva Maitreya of our collection (painting Nr. i3) (Pl. IX) 
(32x19 i/4.) is represented under the form of a Buddha, seated cross-legged on 
a lotus throne, his hands making the sign of instruction. The body is golden, 
the monastic robes are of a red color with golden embroidery on them. The 
back of the throne is richly ornamented. We see the two naga-flowers, two na- 
gas, and the bird Garuda on its top. Round it are seen Gandharvas, or heavenly 
musicians, and nymphs. The painting is the work of a modern artist and is very 

vivid in colors.
To end this very brief sketch of the future Buddha, as represented in Tibe

tan iconography, it is suitable to point out the new revival of his cult among 
the Buddhists of Tibet and Mongolia. Some ten years ago the present Tashi- 
Larna (dGe-legs rnam-rgyal), rJe-btsun bLo-bzan thub-bstan chos-kyi ni-ma 
dge-legs rnam-rgyal dpal-bzan-po, who recently left Tibet, erected a huge statue 
of the coming Buddha in the great monastery of Tashi-lhunpo, thus giving a 
fresh impulse to the cult. Upon the erection of the statue numerous branch- 
monasteries of Tashi-lhunpo erected in their temples analogical statues of the 
Coming One and dedicated a special cult to them. It seems that the Buddhist 
world is preparing to receive the Buddha of the future.

Painting Nr. i4 (Pl- X) represents the future Buddha Maitreya, assisted by 
Atipa and rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa. The Bodhisattva is holding the amrta vessel 
and makes the sign of argumentation. The Bodhisattva has the appearance of 
a perfect Buddha. On his forehead he has the stupa. The painting is executed 
by a modern artist from Sliigatse and is said to represent the Buddha Maitreya 
of Tashi-lhunpo ; hence its interest for the history of modern religious cur
rents in the « Land of Snow ».

(*) Cf. Introduction, p. 22.
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AVALOKITEQVARA OR PADAMPANI
(Tib. Spyan-ras-gzigs or Pyag-na rdo-rje)

i

He is the greatest Bodhisattva of Northern Buddhism. Having emanated 
from his spiritual father, the Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha, the Bodhisattva appealed 
on earth from a lotus flower for the deliverance of mankind. He refused to attain 
Buddhahood until all suffering creatures are firmly established on the path 
towards Bodhi, or higher consciousness. He provides salvation for those suffe
ring in hell and, therefore, he is often represented on images surrounded by 
pretas or damned ones, who implore him for mercy and blessing. In the Sad- 
dharma-Pundarika we find the following definition of the Bodhisattva s mission 
in this world, uttered by the Exalted One himself (*) : « He (Avalokitecvara^ 
with his powerful knowledge beholds all creatures who are beset with many hun
dreds of troubles and afflicted by many sorrows, and thereby is a saviour of 
the world, including the gods. » The Bodhisattva was already working for the 
salvation of mankind in the time of Vipacyi, Qikhi, Jina, and Qakyamuni. 
Indeed, it is said that Qakyamuni himself once benefitted by Avalokitecvara s 
power of salvation. It is said in the Gunakaravda-vyuha, a text wholly dedicated 
to the praise of the all-embracing mercy of the Bodhisattva, that Gautama, the 
Buddha, being in one of his previous incarnations Simhala, was saved from 
the island of evil Raksasls on a miraculous horse, which was a manifestation of 
Avalokitecvara himself (**)• Several chapters of the Saddhaima-Pundarlka are 
dedicated to the praise of various Bodhisattvas. In ch. XXIV, which was 
already quoted above, we find listed a number of pious merits resulting from 
cherishing the name of the Bodhisattva. Thus it is said ( ) : « If one be thrown
into a pit of fire by a wicked enemy with the object of killing him, he has but 
to think of Avalokitecvara, and the fire shall he quenched, as if sprinkled with

(*) Saddharma-Pundarika, transl. by II. Kern, p. 4i5, stanza 17.
(**) Raj. Mitra, The Sanskrit Buddh. Literature of Nepal, p. 90-98. 
("*) Saddharma-Pundarika, p. 4i3, stanza 5.
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water. » And again in stanza 9, it is said : « If a man be surrounded by a host of
enemies armed with swords, who have the intention of killing him, be has but to
think of Avalokitecvara, and they shall instantaneously become kind-hearted. »

Among the many names given to the Bodhisattva by the religious fervour
of his devotees, the following ones are the most common : Lokanatha or Lokec- £
vara, « the Lord of the World » ; Sangharatna, « the Jewel of the Sangha » ; 
and Mahakarunnika — « the Great Merciful One ».

In plastic art we can already trace the images of Avalokitecvara among 
Gandhara sculptures. Thanks to the works of Prof. Gruwedel, Prof, d Olden
burg, and Prof. Foucher, we are able to recognize the Merciful Lord in these 
figures of royal princes (Skrt. rajakumara), holding the lotus flower, the rosary, 
and sometimes the arnrta vessel. This two-armed form of the Bodhisattva is only 
seldom met on later images. In the time of the Chinese pilgrim, Fa-hsien, the 
cult of Avalokitecvara was already widely established and the pious pilgrim
himself was saved from a shipwreck by the merciful power of the Bodhisattva (*). I
The cult of Avalokitecvara spread widely north and numerous indeed are 
the images of the Bodhisattva brought back by European archaeological expe
ditions from Chinese Turkistan. In China the Bodhisattva is greatly venerated 
under a feminine form, called Kuan-yin. In Tibet the Bodhisattva is considered 
to be the spiritual patron of the Lamaist Church, and the origin of the Tibetan 
people itself is associated with the name of Avalokitecvara (** (***)).

The Dalai Lama is considered to be an incarnation of the Bodhisattva and 
bears the title of rGyal-ba rgya-mtsho, an appellation often given to Avaloki
tecvara. The pontifical residence in Lha-sa is called Potala, after Mount 
Potala, the favourite residence of the Bodhisattva in India.

In the parivara of the Bodhisattva we usually find the. laras (white and 
green), Manjucri, the prince of wisdom, and Vajrapani, the wielder of the thun
derbolt (“*) Sometimes we see Bhaisajyaguru, the Buddha of medicine, and his 
seven followers. The color of the Bodhisattva is usually white, although occa
sionally one finds images on which the body is painted gold or red.

In this collection there are several paintings representing Avalokitecvara.

(*) II. A. Giles, The travels of Fa-hsien, p. 76-77.
(**) Rockhill, Life of Buddha, p. 20/1.
(***) Avaloritep vara, ManjuprI, and vajrapani are called in Tibetan rigs-gsum mgon-po, « the 

three tutelar Saints »,

OPS?
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Among them there are three representing the four-armed form of the Bodhi
sattva, one representing his eleven-faced form, one the Lokepvara-Siiiihanada, 
and two representing the Bodhisattva under the form of Amoghapapa.

It is interesting to notice that on all the paintings the uttariya, or the shawl 
of the Bodhisattva’s attire, is green, and his paridhana is red with golden em

broidery on it.
Painting Nr. i5 (Pi. XI) (20x1! 1/2).
This painting represents the eleven-faced Avalokitepvara. Under this parti

cular form the Bodhisattva is called the « Merciful Lord » (lib. Ihugs-rje chen- 
po bbu-gcig sal). The Bodhisattva is standing on a lotus flower on an island, or 
mountain surrounded by water. The figure of the Merciful One is seen on the blue 
background of the nimbus with golden rays, llis eleven laces have the following 
coloring : the first row : green (right), white (middle), red (left) ; second row : 
red (right), green (middle), white (left) ; third row : white (right), red (middle), 
green (left). Above the third row is seen the blue head of a Religious Protector. 
Above it, the head of the Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha. On other representations of 
the same form of the Merciful One, which we had occasion to study, the co
loring of the faces was slightly different. Apparently there is no canonical rule 

prescribing the use of certain colors.
The color of the Bodhisattva’s body is white. He wears the usual Bodhi

sattva attire. On his shoulders is thrown a shawl (Skrt. uttariya). The lower 
part of the body is wrapped in a sort of open skirt which represents the mo
dern Hindu dhoti (Skrt. paridhana). Both the shawl and the paridhana are richly 
covered with golden embroidery. The Bodhisattva wears heavy golden earrings, 

bracelets, and necklaces.
The Bodhisattva has eight hands. The firts pair is joined at the chest, hold

ing the jewel of an oval shape. The second pair is holding the lotus flower and 
the rosary. The third pair is holding the bow and arrow and the wheel. The 
left hand of the fourth pair is holding the amrta vessel, the right one makes 

the sign of charity.
Above the figure is seen the image of the Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha in a 

meditative posture, holding the alms bowl.
Painting Nr. 16 (Pl. XII), (25xiy //1).
This painting represents the parivara of the Bodhisattva Avalokitecvara 

with four arms (Tib. Spyan-ras-gzigs phyag-bsi-pa).
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The Bodhisattva is seen in the middle of the painting, seated cross-legged 
on a lotus throne (padmasana). He wears the usual Bodhisattva attire.

On his head we see the diadem with the head of the Dhyani-Buddha Amita- 
bha. Heavy golden earrings adorn his ears. Round his neck and arms we see 
golden necklaces and bracelets inlaid with precious stones. His uttarlya is green 
with golden embroidery. The paridhana is red with golden design. The Bodhi
sattva has four arms. In his hands, folded at the chest, he is holding the jewel, 
on which his eyes are concentrated. The two other hands are holding the ro
sary and the lotus llowers.

The halo is green with a broad lilac-colored line on the outside. Above it is 
seen a red flower with a flaming jewel emerging out of it.

In front of the throne is seen a basket standing on a lotus flower which 
contains the Wheel of the Law, a musical instrument, a conch, and some fruit. Be
sides it, on a lotus flower, is seen a figure of a kneeling deva with hands 
clasped in adoration.

r. Vaiduryaprabharaja (Tib. sMan-gyi bla be-du-ryai ’od-kyi rgyal-po), the 
chief of the « Eight healing ones » (Tib. sMan-hla bde-gsegs-brgyad).

The « Healing Buddha », also called Bhaisajyaguru, is represented seated in 
meditation, holding in liis left hand, which is resting on his lap, the alms bowl, 
and with his right hand, which makes the sign of charity, a flower, The co
lor of the body is dark blue. His garment is red, covered with golden embroid
ery. Bhaisajyaguru is widely venerated in China, Mongolia, and Japan. Scenes 
of his paradise have been discovered by Sir Aurel Stein on the borders of Chinese 
Turkistan (in the oasis of Tun-huang). In Tibet his cult is extremely popular. He is 
often met with on lamaistic images together with Gautama, the Buddha, and Ami
tabha. Those who prayed to Bhaisajyaguru or only heard his name will be reborn 
in Sukhavatl, the Western Paradise ruled by the Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha.

Thus in the Saddharma-Pundarika there is a chapter, where the Exalted One 
tells to the Bodhisattva Naksatrarajasankusumitabhijna the story of the former 
exertions of the Bodhisattva Bhaisajyaraja, who was formerly known under the 
name of Bodhisattva Sarvasattvapriyadar^ana. In this chapter is found the follo
wing passage (*) : « The Exalted One said : Any female, Naksatrarajasankusu-

(*) Saddb. Pundarika, p. .‘>89 ; for a similar passage see Qiksasamuccaya, p. 171.
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mitâbhijna, who in the last five hundreds years of the millennium shall hear 
and penetrate this chapter of the former exertions of Bhaisajyarâja will, after 
disappearing from earth, be (re.) born in Hie world of Sukhâvatï, where the Lord 
AmitâyU'S (another form of Amitâbha), the Tathâgata, dwells, exists, lives sur
rounded by a host of B.odhisatt vas. »

5. Çâkyamuni. The Buddha is seen on I he very threshold of his spiritual 
conquest, sealed in deep meditation, and attesting with his right hand Ins will 
to attain the Supreme Enlightment. In his left hand he holds the alms bowl. 
Çâkyamuni is considered to be the head of the seven Buddha-assistants of Bhai- 
sajyaguru.

9* Mi-'khrugs-pa. lie is seen in meditation. The left hand, placed on the 
lap, is holding a vajra ; the right one makes the sign of attestation. The color 
of the body is blue. The monastic robe is red with golden design.

12. mTshan-legs rgyal-po. The body is yellow-ochre. The left hand is placed 
on the lap, the right one makes the sign of fearlessness. The garment is red.

13. sGra-dbyans rgyal-po, The body is yellow-ochre. The left hand is placed 
on the lap, the right one makes the sign of charity.

14. Chos-sgrags rgya-mtsho. The body is white. The hands make the 
sign of instruction. The garment is red.

15. Mya-nan-med mchog-dpal. The body is red. The hands make the sign 
of instruction. The garment is red.

[6. Mnon-mkhyen rgyal-po. The left hand makes the sign of meditation ; 
the right one make« the sign of charity. The body is red. Te garment is yellow

17. gSer-bzan dri-med. The body is yellow. The hands make the sign of 
instruction. The garment is yellow'.

2. Dhyâni-Buddha Vairocana.

3. Dhyâni-Buddha Aksobhya.

Zi. Dhyâni-Buddha Batnasambhava.

6. Dhyâni-Buddha Amitâbha.

7. Dhyâni-Buddha Amoghasiddbi.

Notice that all the five contemplative Buddhas wear the Bodhisattva attire 
with the diadem, the uttarïya, and the paridhàna. The Dhyâni-Buddhas are not 
accompanied by their çaktis or female energies.

8. The dakini Na-ro mkha-spyod-ma. This dâkinï is probably a form of Vaj-

9
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ravaraln. She is seen dancing on a prostrate human body, holding the knife 
gri-gug, the magic sceptre and the cup. The color of her body is bright red.

10. Manjughosa (Tib. ’Jam-dbyans). The Bodhisattva is seen seated cross- 
legged, holding, the sword and the lotus flower with the book on it. The 
color of his body is yellow-ochre.

11. A fearful form of Vajrapani (Tib. Phyag-na rdo-rje), seen brandishing 
the thunderbolt. The color of the body is blue. Manjughosa and Vajrapani are 
almost always represented in the parivara of the Bodhisattva Avalokitepvara.

18. Jambhala. The god of riches. He is holding the conch, and the mun- 
goose vomiting the jewel.

19. Vajrasattva (Tib. rDo-rje sems-pa). He is seen seated cross-legged, hold
ing the thunderbolt and the bell. His body is white.

This painting is the work of an artist belonging to the local school at 
Gyangtse which has much in common with the school of Shigatse.

Painting Nr. 17 (18 1/2x12 3/4).

This painting represents the same form of the Bodhisattva as the previous 
one. The Bodhisattva is holding the rosary and the lotus flower. In his hands, 
joined at the chest, he is holding the jewel.

Above the Bodhisattva are seen (from left to right) : Amitabha with the 
alms bowl, rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa, holding the bowl and the stalks of the lotus 
flowers on which are placed the sword and the book, and the green Tara, 
holding in both hands the stalks of lotuses and making with the right hand 
the sign of charity.

Below the Bodhisattva are seen the Bodhisattva Manjugri, and Vajrapani.

Painting NT. 18 (27 3/4x21 i/4).

This painting represents again the four-armed form of the Bodhisattva.
In his parivara we see the five Dhyani-Buddhas under the form of perfect 

Buddhas, and the five goddesses guarding the five organs of sense (Skrt. Pan- 
caraksa). The painting is very damaged.

Painting Nr. 19 (Pl. XIII) (27 3/4x17 1/2).

The painting represents the Simhariada Lokegvara (Tib. Spyan-ras-gzigs seh- 
ge-sgra). The artist has faithfully reproduced the Indian prototype, whose gi-

Number 19 Siriilianada-Lokefvara
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vaistic character was already mentioned by Mr. James Burgess and Prof. Griin
wedel (*).

The Bodhisattva is seen seated on a lotus throne placed on the back of a 
lion. The Bodhisattva is seated in the pose of a king (rájalilá). The color of 
the body is white. He wears the costume of an Indian ascetic. The right hand 
makes the sign of attestation ; the left one is holding a lotus flower, on which
are placed the sword and the cup made of a human skull full of flowers. On
his right is seen a trident with a serpent round it. According to the sádhana 
published by Prof. Griinwedel (**), the cup full of flowers emanates the five
Tathágatas, which are usually seen on images above the figure of the Bodhi
sattva. On our painting, instead of the five Tathagatas, we see represented 
Bhaisajyaguru and his seven assistants. In front of the lion on which the Bodhi
sattva is riding is seen a lotus flower with a human being emerging out of it. 
Among the Tantric forms of the Bodhisattva Avalokitegvara there exists one 
also called Simhanada-Lokegvara. The Bodhisattva in this form is accompanied 
by his gakti. His body is of a red color. His appearance is fierce, and he is 
seen « roaring like a lion ». He has four hands holding the magic sceptre, the 
cup and the gri-gug knife.

Painting Nr. co (Pl. XIV) (26 i/4x 18 1/2).

This painting represents the marídala or mystic circle of Amoghapaea, a 
form of the Bodhisattva Avalokitegvara. Amoghapága (Tib. Don-sags) is seen in 
the central circle of the mandala. He is represented standing, with eight hands 
holding the book, the trident, the lotus, the amrta vessel, lire rosary, and the 
lasso. One hand is making the sign of fearlessness, another the sign of charity. 
Bound his waist he wears the tiger skin. His mandala is composed of the 
Dhyáni-Buddha Amitabha, Cakyamuni, Bhaisajyaguru, rGyal-ba Señ-ge’i ira-ro, 
seen holding the bowl and making the sign of charity, and four forms of Tara 
(yellow, red, green, and blue). Above and below the mandala are seen eight 
figures of the green Tara delivering from the eight dangers (Tib. ’Jigs-pa 
hrgyad skyobs-ma).

f>9

(*) Cf. the sculpture in Ihe Calcutta Museum, reproduced in the Elude sur l’Iconographie boud
dhique of Prof. Foucher, fasc. II, fig. 2.

(**) Mythologie, p. t32-i3J.
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Painting Nr. ai.

This painting represents another form of Amoghapaga-Avalokite^vara. The 
Bodhisattva is seen seated cross-legged on a lotus throne. His body is white. He 
has four heads, each head wearing in the diadem a small figure of Dhyani-
Buddha Amitabha. The Bodhisattva is represented with four hands holding the t

trident, the lotus flower and the lasso On his shoulders he wears a deer skin.
Round him are seen eight figures of the green Tara.

Number 20. Mandala of Amoghapaya



MANJUQRI OR MANJUGHOSA

(Tib. ’Jam-dpal or ’Jam-dbyans)

To end our brief sketch of Bodhisattvas honoured by the Buddhist of the 
Mahayana, let us briefly describe the Bodhisattva Manjupri or Manjughosa. in 
this collection there is no painting representing the Bodhisattva, but he is 
regularly seen in the parivara of Avalokitepvara and on paintings represen
ting rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa, whose spiritual preceptor he had been. Manjucrl, 
also called Vagipvara, « the prince of speech », is the patron of transcendental 
knowledge, learned in innumerable dharanis and magic formulae.

His chief sanctuary is located in China, in the Shan-si province, on the moun
tain with the live peaks (Chin. Wu-t’ai-shan ; Tib. Bi-bo rtse-lna ; Skrt. Pan- 
cachsaparvata). Prom there he is said to have visited on several occasions the 
region of Nepal, and is regarded as its virtual creator. The cult of Manjucrl 
of Wu-t’ai-shan is known in Tibet, and the Chinese pilgrim I-tsing, who visi
ted India in the Vllth century A. D., records the fact that the Wu-t’ai-shan 
sanctuary was known in the India of his time (*). The cult of Manjucrl is espe
cially popular in the eastern parts of Tibet and the great Tibetan Reformer 
rGyal-ba Tsoh-kha-pa, himself a native of Amdo, was spiritually guided by 
the Bodhisattva, whose domain is transcendental knowledge.

Numerous are the legends relating the story of famous doctors being ins
tructed by the Bodhisattva. In one of such legends it is said that a pandit from 
Benares, called Oharmacri Mitra, who dwelled in the monastery of Vikramapila, 
possessed of deep knowledge, was unable to explain the mysterious meaning 
of a certain sacred formula. The learned pandit decided to visit the Bodhisattva 
Manjupri who possessed the required explanation. The journey had to be a 
very long one — a year of travelling to the North of the Himalayas. The pan
dit chose the way leading through Nepal. On his way he saw a peasant who
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was ploughing hi? held with a plough to which were yoked a lion and a tiger. 
The learned man questioned the strange peasant about the route to China, 
and the ploughman replied : « It is too late to-day to continue your journey ; 
spend the night at my home. » Dharmapri followed his advice and went with 
him. Suddenly the plough disappeared and, as by miracle, a spacious monas
tery emerged from the ground. During the night spent in Ihe monastery Dhar- 
iiiacrl understood that the Bodhisattva himself was his host, and in the 
morning asked for the explanation of the mysterious formula, which was 
given to him (*).

This legend strikingly resembles in its character the numerous stories belon
ging to the cycle of Saint Nicolas so popular in Russia.

The following forms are frequently met on Tibetan paintings :
Manjugliosa. The Bodhisattva sits cross-legged on a lotus throne. lie wears 

the usual Bodhisattva attire. His body is yellow-ochre. With his right hand he 
is brandishing the flaming sword, and with his left hand he is holding the 
blue lotus on which is placed the book, symbol of his deep knowledge. Notice 
that the rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa, his spiritual pupil, is always represented on 
images with the same two attributes usually placed on two lotus flowers behind 
him.

The Bodhisattva known under the name of ’Jam-dbyans dkar-po is seen 
seated cross-legged on a lotus throne. The right hand makes the sign of charity, 
the left one the sign of argumentation. Behind him are seen the two blue lo
tuses supporting the sword and the book.

Another form of the Bodhisattva (Tib. ’Jam-dbyans dmar-ser) has the red- 
yellow color of the body. The lotus flowers are absent. The Bodhisattva is 
brandishing the sword with his right arm, and is holding the book in his left 
hand, which is placed in front of the chest.

As Simhanada-Manjucri (Tib. ’Jam-dpal sgra (smra)-sen), he is seen seated 
on a lotus throne placed on the back of a lion. He wears the Bodhisattva attire. 
The left foot is lowered. The Bodhisattva is brandishing the sword and hold
ing the lotus flower with the book. On some images he is seen making the 
sign of instruction. In this form his pakti, Sarasvatl, is often associated with 
him.

When represented a-s ManjuQii-Jnanasattva (Tib. ’Jam-dpal ye-ces sems-pa), 
the Bodhisattva is seen seated cross-legged, attired in the usual Bodhisattva 
fashion. He has four hands holding the sword, the arrow, the lotus with the 
book, and the bow.

Beside these forms a Tantric form with three heads and eight arms is 
known under the name of Dharmadhatu Vagicvara (Tib. Chos-dbyins gsuhs- 
dban). Ilis attributes are the sword, the arrow’, the thunderbolt, the book, the 
the bow and the bell.

We have already seen that the Yi-dam Yamantaka is a Tantric form of 
the Bodhisattva. One of his epithets is Kumara, royal prince, and it is very 
probable that the primitive form of the Bodhisattva was a royal prince hold- 
in the lotus flower ( ). Under this form his colour is green. Many outstanding 
persons in the history of Tibet were considered to be incarnations of the Bodhi
sattva, among them Thon-mi Sambhota, the inventor of the Tibetan alphabet, 
and king Kliri-sron lde-btsan, the royal patron of Padmasambhava.

(*) Prof. Griinwedel, Mvthologie, p. 142.

(*) Prof. S. Levi, Le Nepal, I, p. 334.
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FEMALE DEITIES

TARA i

Tara, the Merciful One, is born from a tear of the Bodhisattva Avalokitep- 
vara, th.c Merciful Lord. She symbolizes compassion and guides the travellers 
across the infinite ocean of transmigrations. She is Tara, the brilliant one, the 
star that guides the navigator on his voyage. Together with Avalokitepvara she is 
the protector of mankind, and when invoked saves people from multitudes 
of dangers. She is the Princess Bhattarika, and as such wears the princely attire 
of a Bodhisattva. Her favourite residence is Mount Potala, from whose heights 
she looks over the suffering of this world.

Tara is the principal feminine deity of Buddhism of later days. With the 
spreading- of pivai'stic influences among Buddhists, numerous other goddesses of the 
Hindu pantheon were admitted into the religious system of the Mahayana ; and, 
with the advent of a strong current of religious syncretism, they were proclai
med to be different aspects of Tara, the Saviouress. Under the influence of pious 
adoration, her character gradually transformed itself and she assumed the aspect 
of a Goddess-Mother, the « Mother af all the jinas » (Tib. rGyal-ymn), as she is 
addressed in prayers and songs composed in her honour.

The Buddhist iconography of Tibet knows twenty-one forms of Tara.
Tara adopts the five sacred colors and her ardent devotee, the Kacmirian 

poet Sarvajnamitra, tolls us that the merciful goddess can be seen red as the 
sun, blue as the sapphire, white as the foam of the ocean, or brilliant as the 
sparkling of gold. And the same poet sings in the ecstasy of his devotion : Thy 
universal form is similar to the crystal which becomes transformed in its aspects 
when things round it are changed (*).

To each Dhyani-Buddha corresponds an aspect of Tara with her ritual co
lor :

(*) De Blonav, Matériaux pour servir à l’histoire de la déesse bouddhique Tara, p. 3q and /¡fi, 
slanza 33.

10
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Dhyani-Buddhas. Taras. Color.»
Aksobhya. Locana. blue.
Ratnasambh ava. Mamaki. yellow, gold.
Vairocana. Va j radhatviQvari. white.
Amitabha. Pandara. rose.
Amoghasiddhi. Tara. green.

The green aspect of Tara is one of the most popular ones. Our collection
(painting Nr. ?,2) (21 t/2xi5 3/4) possesses a slightly damaged image of the 
green Tara, surrounded by the Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha and the god of riches, 
Jambhala. She is always seen seated on a lotus throne emerging from the waves 
of the ocean. Her right hand is making the sign of charity, the left one is 
holding the flower of the blue lotus, for she is called in stotras « nllotpalakara 
devi ». She sits in the royal fashion, the right leg hanging down from the 
throne. This form of Tara is regularly met on paintings representing the pari- 
vara of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteqvara.

On the painting representing the mandala of Amoghapapa-Loke§vara, which 
was described above, we remember having seen this aspect of Tara, as saviou- 
ress from the eight perils of this world.

Painting Nr. 23 (i.5 1/2x10) represents the white aspect of Tara. The 
goddess is sitting on a lotus throne, making the sign of charity with her right 
hand. She is holding a flower.

Tara is greatly venerated in Tibet. The two queens of the famous Sroh- 
bt.san sgam-po were considered, as we have already said in our introduction, 
as incarnations of Tara. The Nepal princess is Tara under green aspect, and 
the Chinese imperial princess is Tara under her white form.

SITATAPATRAPARAJITA :

The goddess Sitatapatraparajita (Tib. bCom-ldan gDugs-dkar) must be con
sidered as an aspect of Tara corresponding to the manifestation of the Bodhi
sattva Avalokitepvara, called « the White umbrella Lord ».

This collection possesses a remarkable painting (Nr. 24) (29 x 19 1/2) of the 
goddess surrounded by different manifestations of Tara. The goddess is repre
sented with thousand heads and thousand hands. This particular form of the 
goddess is known under the name of Usnisa-Sitatapatraparajita (Tib. gTsug-tor 
gDugs-dkar), and the prayer translated below is addressed to this form of the

goddess. Her color is white, and her many heads are successively red, yellow, 
white, green, and red. Images of innumerable eyes cover her body, as symbols 
of her omnipresence. In her two hands joined at the chest she is holding the 
Wheel of the Law, the white umbrella and an arrow. She wears heavy golden 
ornaments. Her skirt is of a red color with golden embroidery, the shawl 
thrown on her shoulders is green with golden design. J11 the crown of her dia
dem she wears the image of the thousand Tathagatas, for she is styled in 
songs and prayers the « Mother of all the jinas » (Tib. rGyal-yum), a title often 
given to Tara. She is standing on a kind of mat, stamping two crowds of 
damned ones, driven away by fantastic animals.

The prayer translated here is said to have been composed by rGyal-ba Tson- 
kha-pa, who is reputed as having composed numerous prayers and psalms in 
honour of the different deities.

« To the seven millions of Jinas, to the assembly of arhats, to all the rsis 
learned in mantras, to Brahma and Indra, to Mahadeva and Narayana, to Legs- 
Idan nag-po gdun-bdun, to the ten Sugatas, and to all the worshipful ones, I 
bow in salutation. From the crown of the head of the Sugata emerged the word 
of incantation by which we sing praise to the holy gDugs-dkar, commanding 
a large retinue.

« Her, who is well-born from the most excellent usnisa of the Lord of Qakyas, 
dwelling in the holy world of gods, who is invincible by the knowledge of de
mons, who expels all the enemies, we call the Usnisa-Sitatapatra, the uncon
querable by others.

« I salute you, the Exalted One, the only mother of all the Jinas of the past, 
present, and future, you who entirely penetrate the three worlds with your 

glory-
« I salute you, the Saviouress from the evil influence of demons and planets, 

from untimely death and evil dreams, from the dangers of poison, arms, lire 
and water. The mandala of your being is extremely large. You have a thousand 
heads full of innumerable thoughts, thousand hands holding flaming attributes.

« The queen of all the mandalas of the three worlds, assisted by twenty-two 
terrible nrudras, the ever-present in the work of taming the evil ones, I salute 
you, goddess of charms, turning the demons into dust.

« I take my refuge in you from fear of untimely death, of disease, from fear 
of men and demons. I implore you to protect me eternally from all fears.
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« I implore you, only by remembering your feet, to free me from devas, 
nagae, asuras, demons, and evil ones who steal brightness, snatch a child from 
the womb, and partake of flesh and blood.

« Through whatever door the thieves may come in and deprive us of our 
well-being, — destroy them, and strike them with the flaming dagger.

« In short, having taken my refuge in you, the Exalted One, assisted by diffe
rent mudras, having pronounced my prayer, and dwelling reconciled, may all 

my wishes be fulfilled.

« You, the goddess gDugs-dkar, born from the crown of the head of the Su- 
gata, who crushes into dust the assemblage of demons and evil spirits, may 
you, the Exalted One possessed of wonderful brightness, expand the Doctrine. 
May we receive the blessing of the bDe-mchog gDugs-dkar, who is born from 
the usnisa of the Merciful Sugata, who destroys those who hinder the blissful 
Law, the giver of the fruits of happiness. »

Let. us now consider the deities forming the parivara of the goddess :

i. Qakyamuni. The Exalted One is holding the alms bowl on his lap and
makes the sign of attestation.

2 & 3. The Bodhisattva Avalokitepvara in his four-armed aspect. The Bodhi- 
sattva’s (2) body is colored in yellow; he is holding the rosary and the book. 
Two hands are joined at the chest making the sign of instruction. The Bodhi
sattva (3) is white and is holding the rosary, the lotus flower, and the jewel.

4, 5, 6, 7 & 8 represent the five goddesses protecting the five senses, called 
in Sanskrit Maharaksa or Pancaraksa (Tib. gCan-rim-pa Ina). These five goddes
ses are rarely met on lamaistic images. Their cult is very popular in Nepal 
where their dharanis are widely read. (*)

It is difficult to distinguish the goddesses, for they often change their color 
and multiply their hands and attributes, a fact already noticed by Prof. Fou- 
eher in his Etude sur l’lconographie Bouddhique, part II, p. roo. Their usual 
order is as follows :

Mahapratisara, protects against sin, illness, and other dangers.
Mahasahasrapramardim, protects against evil spirits.
Mahamayun, protects against the poison of venomous snakes.

*) Prof. S. Levi. Le Nepal, vol II. p. 2<j5.

Mahacltavatl, protects against, the evil influences of planets, wild animals 
and poisonous insects.

Maha(raksa)mantranusarini, protects against illness (*).
It is difficult to say what is the order on our painting, but it seems that 

the Mahasahasrapramardim is regarded as the first goddess of the series.
4- Mahasahasrapramardim (Tib. sTon-chen-po rab-tu ’joms-ma; sTon-chen- 

mo). Our image accurately corresponds to the ¡short description of the goddess 
given by Rajendralal Mitra in his Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of Nepal (**) : 
« A fierce goddess with exposed teeth, blue of colour, seated on two crouching 
men of yellow color. The heads are sucessively white, blue, red, and yellow ». 
The goddess wears the crown of human skulls and has a tiger skin round her 
waist. The hair is dishevelled. She has eight arms. One pair is joined at the 
chest, holding the quadruple thunderbolt and the lasso. The other hands are 
holding the flaming sword, the bow and arrow, the trident, the lotus flower 
and the axe. In the sadhana published by Professor Foucher (***), the color of the 
goddess is said to be wdiite, with only one head and six arms. On the same page 
Prof. Foucher mentions a blue form of the goddess.

5. Maha(raksa)mantranusarini (Tib. gSan-shags chen-po rjes-su ’d,sin-mo ; 
gSan-snags chne-mo). The color of the goddess is green. The heads are successi
vely white, green, and red. She wears the diadem and is seated cross-legged on 
a lotus throne. In her six hands sheis holding the bow and arrow, the 
lasso, the banner, the thunderbolt and the bell. Notice that the first pair 
of hands, holding the vajra and the bell, is in the attitude of Vajrasattva. Pro
fessor Foucher mentions a red form of the goddess (****).

6. Mahapratisara (Tib. So-sor ’bran-ma) (*****). The goddess has four heads 
and eight arms. She is seated on a lotus throne. Her color is pure white, and 
her heads are successively yellow, white, red, and green (******). The goddess 
wears the diadem. In her hands she is holding the flaming sword, the bow and

(*) Winternitz, Geschichte der lndiscben Litteratur vol. II, p. 271.
(“) P. 167.
(***) Elude, fasc. Il, p. 100.
("“) Ibid., p. 100.
(**“*) In his Mvthologie des Buddhismus in Tibet und der Mongolei, p. ij8, Prof. Grunwedel 

gives the Tibetan name as corresponding to the Skrt. Aryajangulltara, which designates an assistant 
of I he green Tara.

(*“***) Raj. Mitra, ibid., p. 169.
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arrow, the thunderbolt, the axe, the trident ; the two hands joined at the chest 
are holding the wheel and the lasso.

7. Mahacltavatl (Tib. bSil-ba’i tshal chen-mo). The goddess has three heads 
and eight arms. The color of the body is yellow. The heads are successively 
white, yellow and red. She is holding the following attributes : the flaming 
sword, the lotus flower, the banner, the quadruple thunderbolt and the pea
cock’s feather. One hand is making the sign of chaiity, another is holding an 
alms bowl, inside of which is the head of a Buddha. Another hand is holding 
an earring. Professor Foucher (*“**) has edited a MabaeTlavatT-sadhana in which 
the goddess is described as being red in color, with four arms, and only one 
head.

8. Mahamayurx (Tib. rMa-bya chen-mo). The goddess is seated cross-legged 
on a lotus throne. Her color is red. Her four heads are successively white, red, 
green and blue. She has twelve hands which are holding the thunderbolt, the 
arrow, the crescent, the peacock’s feather, the book, the lotus and the lasso. 
Two hands are folded on the lap, holding a bowl containing the head of a Buddha. 
Another pair is joined, making the sign of instruction. Prof Foucher (*) men
tions a yellow and green form of the goddess (**).

9. Parnapavari (Tib. Lo-ma gyon-ma). The goddess is seen kneeling on a 
lotus throne. Her color is yellow. Her three heads are successively white, yel
low and red. I11 sadlianas she is described as having a smiling face. In her 
six hands she is holding the axe, the bow and arrow’, the thunderbolt, the 
flower, the lasso. Notice the unusual garment of leaves round her waist.

10. Marlci (Tib. ’Od-zer can-ma). The goddess is represented under the form 
of Vajravarahi. Her name seems to be derived from the Skrt. marlci, « ray of 
light », and the goddess herself must be a personification of dawn (***). In Ti
betan monasteiies she is invoked at sunrise.

The goddess is the pakti of Hayagrlva, and is often represented in the pari- 
vara and mandala of Amoghapapa-Lokepvara. On our painting she is represented 
standing on a lotus throne drawn by a number of wild boars. Her color is

(■*****) A. Foucher, ibid., p. 99.
(*) Foucher, ibid., p. 100.
(**) On the cult of the goddess in China and Japan, see the article of W. De Visser, Die Pfauen 

köiiigin, Festschrift für Friedrich Hirth, Berlin, 1920, pp. 370-387.
(***) A. Foucher, ibid., fase. I, p. i46.

yellow. She has three faces ; one is red, the other is yellow, the third is that 
of a boar. She has eight arms and is seen shooting the bow. Besides the bow 
and arrow, she is holding the lasso, the aiikupa, the thunderbolt and what 
seems to be a dagger. A similar representation of the goddess is found on a 
stone stele from Magadha, now in the Calcutta Museum (*).

There exists also a benign form of the goddess. In this form her right hand 
makes the sign of charity, and the left one is holding the lotus flower.

11. Kurukulle or Kurukulla (Tib. Ku-ru-ku-Ie or Rig-byed-ma). She is a 
goddess of riches and an assistant of Kuvera (**). She is thought to be the 
pakti of Kamadeva, the god of love, and possibly represents a Buddhist coun
terpart of the Hindu goddess Rati.

On our image she is seen dancing on the body of the demon Rahu. Her 
body is red. She wears the crown of human skulls, her hair being dishevelled. 
Round her waist she has a tiger skin, and a garland of severed human heads 
is hanging on her shoulders. She has four arms. She is seen shooting the bow 
and holding the hook and the flower.

12. r/i, and 16. Represent three forms of Yama called in Tib. Legs-ldan 
mched-gsum, or the « Three noble brothers ». The god is dancing on pros
trate human bodies. His body is blue. He wears the tiger skin round his waist 
and the garland of human heads on his shoulders. He is brandishing the gri-gug 
knife and holding the club and the cup. On his head he wears the crown of 
human skulls.

13. Represents a Tantric form of Kuvera, the god of riches. The god is 
seen standing- on human bodies, The color of his body is red and his three 
heads are successively white, red and yellow. He has six hands, holding the 
hook, the axe and the lasso. One hand is making the sign of charity, two others 
are holding two mungoose vomiting the jewel.

i5. Vasudbara (Tliib. Lha-rno Nor-rgyun-ma). She is the goddess of abun
dance and the cakti of Jambhala-Kuvera. On our painting she is represented as 
having six hands which hold the fruit, the jewel, the book, the vase and an ear 
of corn. Her color is yellow. She is seated in the royal fashion, one hand ma
king the sign fo fearlessness (***).

(*) A. Foucher, ibid., fasc. I. fig. 27.
(**) Prof. Griinwedel, Mylhologie, p. i54.
(***) A. Foucher, Etude, p. 84.
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To end this chapter on feminine deities of the Buddhist Pantheon repre
sented in the collection, we shall mention the goddess Usnisavijaya (Tib. gTsug- 
tor rnam-par rgyal-ma). An image of the goddess can be seen on painting 
Nr. 3 of this collection. The cult of this goddess is extremely popular. Usually 
she is seen seated cross-legged on a lotus throne. Her color is white, her three 
heads are successively yellow, white and blue. In her eight hands she is holding 
an image of the Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha (a fact clearly indicating her connec
tion with the cycle of deities emanated from this Dhyani-Buddha ; the Bodhi- 
sattva Avalokitecvara is often represented with the goddess), the bow and arrow, 
the quadruple thunderbolt, the lasso and a vase. One hand is making the sign 
of charity, another that of fearlessness.

The class of Dakinis is represented in this collection by the dakini Na-ro 
mkha-spyod-ma, the patroness of the famous monastery of Sa-skya.

On painting Nr. 25 (26 i/4x 18), she is represented standing on two pros
trate human bodies. Her color is bright res. She wears the crown of human 
skulls and the garland. She is holding the gri-gug knife, the magic sceptre 
and the cup made of a human skull. She is seen surrounded by Avalokitecvara, 
Vajrapani with his cakti, the green Tara, Mahakala in the form of a Brahman 
(Tib. mGon-po bram-ze’i gzugs-can), the Lord of the Tent (Tib. Gur-gyi mgon- 
po), and CmaQanapati (Tib. Dur-khrod bdag-po) ; these two spirits always 
appear in the form of two skeletons and belong to the following of Yama. They 
are usually represented in the religious dances performed by lamas.

Number 26. Padmasambhava



i
I PADMASAMBHAVA

I

In our introduction we briefly stated the legendary origin of Padmasam- 
bhava, his mission to Tibet and his missionary work in the « Land of 
Snow Tn this chapter we shall occupy ourselves with an iconographical des
cription of the four paintings of this collection representing the teacher him
self and his paradise. The type of the teacher from Oddiyana is firmly establi
shed in Tibetan iconography. He always appears on lamaistic images wearing his 
peculiar garment, which he himself called Za-hor-ma. In the gSol-’debs li’u- 
bdun-ma (p. 5 of the Tibetan text), a rNih-ma prayer book in seven chapters, 
we find the following short, description of the appearance of the founder of the 
Red-cap sect in Tibet, which has a certain iconographical value and faithfully 
corresponds to the images of the teacher found on our paintings :

« He (Padmasambhava) appears in heaven on a background of live colors 
He is sitting on a lion throne whose surface is similar to two moon-like lotuses. 
He has accumulated in himself the three bodies of a Jina, and because of his 
origin he is called the « Lotus-born » teacher (Padmasambhava). His com
plexion is fair, and he manifests himself in a benign and fierce form. He 
wears the mitre-shaped hat (Tib. pad-sva) and a religious robe, made of silk 
and red-brown woolen cloth With his right hand he holds the five-pointed 
thunderbolt. In his left he has the amrla vessel. With his left elbow he is sup
porting the magical sceptre. He is sitting cross-legged, perfectly still. From 
the mandala of his body, speech, and thought, emanates the fiery way of the 
brilliant assembly of all the wise protectors of the triple Law. His manifesta
tion should be represented as such. »

Such is the orthodox image of the teacher prescribed for use in meditations 
and conjurations performed by the Tantric schools of Tibet.

Painting Nr. 26 (Pl. XV), (22 1/2 x 16).

On this painting, we see the Teacher in the middle, seated cross-legged on 
a lotus throne. His under-garment is green with golden design ; the outer one 
is red and golden. He also wears a heavy red-brown mantle.

it
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The image corresponds to the description given in the prayer translated 
above. Notice, however, that the amrta vessel is placed on the cup made of a hu

man skull. Round the central figure, are seen :

1. A Tantric form of the Dlryani Buddha Aksobhya with his pakti (Tib. 
Mi-bskyod-pa yab-yum). We have already mentioned (p. 4D that in this form 

the Dhyani-Buddhas wear the diadem and the Bodhisattva attire.

2. The Mahasiddha Lui-pa. The Mahasiddha is seen seated cross-legged on a 
kind of mat, holding a fish. The costume of a mahasiddha (Tib. Grub-chen) con
sists of a kind of paridhana worn round the waist, and of the usual« medita
tion rope >, (Tib. sGom-thag), a kind of bandage worn across the body, which 
keeps the legs tied to the body. A shawl is thrown on the shoulders. The hair 

is tied on the crown of the head (Skrt. jata ; lib. Ican-lo).

3. The Mahasiddha To-lo-pa. The saint is holding the cup made of a human 

skull.
4. rJe-btsun Mar-pa, the teacher of Mi-la-ras-pa. The saint is holding the 

cup made of a human skull.
5. rJe-btsun Mi-la-ras-pa. The famous ascetic-poet of Tibet, who converted 

people by singing songs of his own composition, and which are incorporated 
in a- collection called Mi-la-ras-pa’i mgur-’bum. The songs of this saint often 
are of great beauty and full of deep religious feeling. The life of this extraordi
nary man is related in a rNam-thar or story-book, composed by the pious ar

dour of his pupils.
Mi-la-ras-pa can be recognized on images by his peculiar pose. He is always 

seen listening Io something, his right hand raised to his ear. In his left, hand 

he is holding the cup made of a human skull.
6. The Mahasiddha Saraha, also called Rahulabhadra. He is reputed to have 

been the teacher of the great Nagarjuna at Nalanda. Ilis attribute is an arrow 
(Skrt. para). He appeared to rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa when the great Reformer 
was meditating in the mountains of Anrdo. Tson-kha-pa is sometimes said to be 

an incarnation of Saraha.

7. A personage attired in the dress of a lama and holding the stalks of two 
llowers, which support a sword and a book. Name unknown.

8. Rigs-’dsin ’ja-mtshon snin-po. The saint is holding the magic dagger, 
and is brandishing the thunderbolt with his right hand.

g. Probably kLon-chen rab-’byams pa. The saint is holding the stalks of 
two lotus flowers with the sword and the book.

10. g'l'ei-ston ’jigs-med glin-pa. The saint is seated in meditation holding 

the amrta vessel.
ir. A form of Ekajatr (Tib. Ral-gcig-ma) with one eye. The goddess is seen 

standing on the prostrate body of a woman. She wears the garland and the 
crown of skulls. In her right hand she is brandishing a human body, in her 
left hand — that of an animal.

12. Ham-can mgar-ba nag-po. This deity-is a form of Darn-can rdo-rje-legs, 
and belongs to the old religion of Tibet. According to the Padma-than-yig, the 
teacher Padmasambhava subdued the god and made him serve the cause of the 
new religion. The god is seen riding a goat. The body of the god is blue. His 
under-garment is red. He is brandishing a club crowned with a quadruple thun

derbolt.
13. The demon Rahu (Tib. Khyab-’jug or gZa-rnchog Bahula). Gf. p. 46.
This painting is the work of a Lha-sa artist. Notice the slight coloring of

the background and the peculiar way of painting the clouds which is a charac
teristic of the local school at Lhasa.

Painting* Nr. 27 (28 3/4x20 1/2).

This painting is extremely curious in its style and composition. It repre

sents the miracles of Padmasambhava.
Padmasambhava hirpself is represented in the middle of the painting, seated 

cross-legged on a lotus throne and brandishing the thunderbolt with his right 
hand. With his left hand he is holding the magic sceptre and the cup represen
ting the great magical performances of the Tantric teacher. On the top of the 
painting we see Padmasambhava in his mystical form, seated in deep medita

tion, his hands folded on his lap.
In the corner, he is seen Hying through the air above mountains and 

clouds. A little lower the Teacher is seen conjuring a serpent. Notice the cos
tume of the magician, bearing the signs and symbols of great magical cere

monies.
Still lower, the Teacher is seen talking to a mountain spirit. On the lower- 

corners of the painting, we see Padmasambhava emerging from a subterra
nean cave, and stopping the wind with his outstretched hand.
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He is also seen subduing a tiger, conjuring demons, meditating, assisted by 
dakinls, and making libations from his cup.

The painting is dark in colors, and unfortunately damaged.

Painting Nr. 28 (Pl. XVI) (22 1/2x16).

This painting represents the paradise of Padmasambhava (Tib. Zans-mdog 
dpal-ri). In the middle of the painting we see a four-storied building of a dis
tinctly Chinese style. A high wall encircles it. The whole structure is situated 
on a rocky island.

In the gSol-’debs li’u-bdun-ma (pp. i5 V.-16 v.) we find the following des- 
crintion of the paradise, which well corresponds to our painting :

« The holy mountain of Zans-mdog (copper-color) has the shape of the 
heart. Its base is set in the realm of the king of nagas, its middle part shines 
in the domain of the dakinls, and its summit reaches the world of Brahma 
(Brahmaloka).

« The eastern side of the glaring summit of the holy mountain has the color 
of crystal (white), the southern side is blue (vaidurya), the western side is red, 
and the northern is green. The palace is clearly seen from the outside and the 
inside. It has four sides and eight corners. Its top and lower part are adorned 
with precious stones. There is a courtyard and four kinds of enclosures of diffe
rent colors corresponding to the four kinds of deeds (*). The walls are made 
of brick. The balconies are ornamented with five kinds of jewels. The arch
ways of the four gales are beautifully ornamented with different kinds of pre
cious stones and all the religious symbols. There are wishing-trees, and foun
tains of amrta. Rainbows of live colors gather like clouds from the outside 
and inside.

« The atmosphere is filled with the light of lotus flowers.
« One obtains great bliss by the mere remembrance of this place.
« Inside the palace there is a throne with eight corners, adorned with pre

cious jewels. On the stalk of the blossoming and undefiled lotus sits Padma
sambhava, who has accumulated in himself all the Sugatas. According to his 
decision, he shows himself benign or charitable, powerful or fierce. Although 
his body and color, his attributes and ornaments are only visional, his bright-
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(*) In Iibetan Buddhism to each deed corresponds a color. Ex. the exercise of power = red.

Number 28. Zans-mdog dpal-ri
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ness is greater than the light emanated from a thousand suns. His brightness 
is higher than the mountain itself. The world is fully penetrated by this « in
carnation of the heart » (Padmasambhava). The veins of his eyes look round 
like the sun and moon.

« The actions of the Merciful One are swifter than the lightning of the sky. 
His thoughts are deep as the depth of heavens. Because of his compassion for 
the living beings, he labours for the sake of the world. He has a smiling face 
of beautiful appearance. The sound of his voice is similar to the roar of a 
thousand thunders. The place is filled with the sound : ri, ri, ri, due to the 
reciting of the deep mantras.

« On the four sides and on the eight corners of the « Great Incarnation » 
(Padmasambhava) the live kinds of Sugatas, subduing the tierce demons and 
performing the four kinds of deeds, are seated on thrones, which are erected 
on crouching demons. On thrones of lotus flowers, with four petals and four 
sides, are seated demons and dakinls adorned with all the necromantic attri
butes, who pass their time in enjoyment, adorned with beautiful ornaments. 
The four-sided court-yard of the palace and the encircling walls are full of 
dakinls. Gods and goddesses are gathered in multitudes, like clouds. They per
form different kinds of Tantric offerings from the outside and the inside. On 
the balconies of the precious palace the sacrificing deities are gathered like 
clouds. The world is filled with the offering of the six kinds of earthly good 
and pleasures. They honour the Sugata with offerings to the Bodhisattva Sa- 
mantabhadra. At the four gates of the palace are seen the four king-guardians, 
wdio are assisted by the eight classes of deities, slaves, and messengers, and 
are crushing the demons and the heretics into dust. Hum ! »

The teacher Padmasambhava is seated on a lotus throne inside the court
yard. He his holding the thunderbolt, the cup made of a human skull, and 
the magic sceptre. His attire is similar to his other images, already described. 
Above him is seen the figure of the Bodhisattva Avalokitefvara with four 
arms, and that of the Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha, whose spiritual son is Padma
sambhava. On both sides of the throne of Padmasambhava are seen his two 
great women disciples, the Princess Mandarava (i) and mKha-’gro ye-ces nitslio- 
rgyal, presenting the teacher with cups made of human skulls. Round the 
throne of Padmasambhva are seen the eight gurus, previous incarnations of the 
teacher from Oddiyana.
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3. Guru mTsho-skyes rdo-rje. The guru is represented with his £akti. His 
body is blue, the gakti is white. He wears the attire of a Bodhisattva. In his 
right hand he has the thunderbolt, in his left hand he is holding the bell. The 
pakti is holding the cup made of a human skull.

4. Padina rgyal-po. The guru is sitting cross-legged on a kind of mat, 
bolding in his left hand a basket with fruit.

5. Qakyasimha. Padmasambhava is said to be an incarnation of the Buddha. 
The Exalted One is seen sitting in meditation. His right hand is making the 
sign of attestation, his left one is holding the alms-howl.

6. Sen-ge sgra-sgrogs. This guru has the appearance of a yi-dam. He is 
brandishing the thunderbolt.. His body is blue and he is seen wearing the tiger 
skin and the garland of severed human beads. He is standing on a prostrate 
human body.

7. rDo-rje gro-lod. The guru is riding a tiger, brandishing the thunder
bolt and a flaming magic dagger.

8. Ni-ma ’od-zer. The guru is holding the magic sceptre, and wears the 
crown of skulls.

9. bLo-ldan phyogs-sred. The guru is sitting cross-legged, holding the 
wheel and the drum.

10. Padmasambhava. The teacher is holding the thunderbolt, the cup and 
the magic sceptre.

In front of the four gates of the outside wall are seen the four king-guardians. 
Outside the wall we see ;

11. Yi-dam Guru drag-dmar. The deity is seen dancing on two crouching 
human bodies, brandishing the thunderbolt and a crab. The color of the body 
is red. The deity wears the tiger skin, and the garland of human skulls.

12. mKa-’gro seii-ge gdoh-can. The dakinl is dancing on a human body. 
She has the head of a lion and is holding the thunderbolt, the cup and the 
magic sceptre. Her body is blue.

13. mGon-po ma-lin nag-po. The deity is seen brandishing a spear and 
holding the cup. The color of the body is blue. The deity wears the garland 
of heads, and the tiger skin round her waist.

i4- Sam-yas rtshe dmar-po. The deity is riding a horse and spearing a human 
body. In the left hand the deity has a cup. The color of the body is red.

Bound the palace are seen flying nymphs. Radiant rainbows emerge from

the palace, forming on their end clouds on which are enthroned rJe-btsun Mi
la, rJe-btsiin Mar-pa and a Tantric form of the Bodhisattva Samantabhadra 

with his Qakli.
On the lower part of the painting, is represented the Raksasi world.
The king of the raksasls (Tib. Srin-po’i rgyal-po) is seen seated on a throne

in front of a building whose roofs are crowned with human skulls.
The king is preaching to a number of raksasls seated in front of him ; some 

of whom are offering him baskets and cups.
Notice the raksasi devouring a human body ; another is seen drinking 

human blood out of a cup, amidst mountain scenery.
Curious are the strings, resembling the Tibetan kha-btags or ceremonial 

scarfs, on which human souls are crossing the stream towards the paradise of 
Padmasambhava. Some of these souls have already crossed and are seen praying 
the teacher. Others are still in the Raksasi world, waiting for their turn. The 
strings are held by woman-figures dressed in the costume of nymphs.

On the rocky side of the island, on which the paradise, is situated, are seen 

caves with meditating hermits.
The painting is of a very line execution, both in design and colors. It is 

the work of a Lhasa artist. Notice the peculiar way of painting the clouds, and 
the slight coloration of the background, characteristics which are always 
found on paintings produced by Lhasa artists.

Painting Nr. 29 (24 1/2x16 i/4).

This painting represents the same subject as the previous one. The compo
sition is slightly different. Above the palace of Padmasambhava is seen Qakya- 
muni assisted by Dlpankara, the previous Buddha, and Maitieya, the future 
Buddha.

The painting is slightly damaged.
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The following series of paintings (Nrs. 3o-36) represents the rGyal-ba Tson- 
kha-pa in various attitudes. This series of paintings is the work, of a modern ar
tist belonging to the Shigatse school. All the seven paintings come from the 
Rongphug Monastery, recently visited by the Mount Everest Expedition.

Like Padmasambhava, rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa has a firmly established type in 
Tibetan iconography. 'I’he great Reformer can always be recognized by his pro
nounced nose, anti we are told that this was a characteristic feature of Tson-kha- 
pa's face. His opponents called him the « Amdo-man with the big nose » (Tib. 
A-mdo sna-bo che). It is the only instance of portrait art that can be recalled 

in the history of Tibetan art.
'I’he images of rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa are exceedingly numerous, lie is one 

of the « four suns » of Northern Buddhism (Qakyamuni, Nagarjuna, Atlca, 
and Tson-kha-pa) and is often represented in a triad with Nagarjuna and 
Aliya. Frequently the Reformer is seen together with his two principal pupils, 
rJe-tshab-rje and mKhas-grub-rje. On images he wears the yellow cap (sva-ser) of 
his sect and a red brown monastic robe, often covered with golden designs (so
metimes the color of the robe is yellow). Two lotus Rowers, usually seen behind 
him, support the sword and the book.

Painting' Nr. 3o (26 3//i x 19).

rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa is seen seated on a lotus throne. His right hand is 
making the sign of attestation and is holding the stalks of the two lotus Rowers 
supporting the sword and the book. The left hand is holding the alms bowl.

Round the central figure we see scenes from the youth of Tson-kha-pa. In 
on of these scenes the parent of Tson-kha-pa are seen bringing their son before 
a lama, probably lama Rol-pa’i rdo-rje, who accepted Tson-kha-pa as pupil 
and gave him the name of Kun-dga snih-po.

Notice an image of Yamantaka, the Yi-dam of the dGe-lugs-pa sect, and 
the image of Ruddha surrounded by sixteen great Arhats.
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Painting Nr. 3i (26 S/Axig).

rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa is seen seated on a lotus throne in front of a pond 
out of which emerges an alms bowl on a lotus flower. With his right hand he 
makes the sign of argumentation, with his left one he is holding a book, 
wrapped in a piece of cloth according to the Tibetan custom.

Behind him are seen the two lotus flowers supporting Ihe sword and the 
book. The central figure is surrounded by numerous preaching scenes which 

serve to illustrate the legend of Tson-kha-pa.

Painting Nr. 32 ^26 3/4x19).

rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa is seen in the middle. With his right hand he is ma
king the sign of fearlessness and is holding the stalks of the two lotus Bowers with 
the sword and the book. His left hand is holding a book. Bound the central 

figure are represented numerous monastic scenes.

Painting Nr. 33 (26 3/4x19).

Tson-kha-pa is seen in the middle, seated on a lotus throne. His right hand 
makes the sign of charity and is holding the stalk of the lotus Bower suppor
ting the sword. His left hand is holding an amrta vessel and the stalk of the 

lotus Bower supporting the book.
Bound the central figure are numerous preaching scenes. Notice in the left 

corner the image of the eleven-faced AvalokiteQvara, which is adored by four 

monks.
rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa is seen in the attitude of Vajrasattva. He is holding in 

front of his chest the thunderbolt and the bell. Behind him are the usual lotus 

Bowers with the sword and the book.
Bound the central figure, numerous scenes probably taken from the Life of 

Tson-kha-pa. Notice the image of Yamantaka, assisted by the Bodhisattva Man- 
juQrl and Aksobhya. Below the Yi-dam are seen different forms of lama, god of 
death (from left to right : Chos-rgyal phyi-sgrub, Ghos-rgyal nah-sgrub, and 

Chos-rgyal gsan-sgrub).

Painting Nr. 35 (Pl. XVII) (26 ‘i/ti'x. 19).

Bepresents rGyal-ba Tsoh klia-pa in the attitude of a iantric lama.
In his hands crossed at the chest, he is holding the bell and the drum

Number 35. rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa
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Behind him are seen the two lotus flowers supporting the sword and the book 
In front of the lotus throne is seen the Wheel of the Law.

Round the central figure, numerous images representing the thousand Ta 
thagatas, the Bodhisattva Manju^rr, Bhaisajyaguru, Amitayus and Maitreya. 
Above the central figure is seen Yamantaka. In Ihe right corner is seen Tsoh 
kha-pa preaching to a number of pupils. Notice the golden string that connects 
Ihe Reformer and his pupils with the Bodhisattva Manjucrl, who is seen sur
rounded by the eighl Bodhisattvas and the ten Tathagatas.

Painting Nr. 36 (26 3cr x 19).

rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa is seen in the middle. With his right hand he is ma
king the sign of argumentation and is holding the stalk of the lotus flower sup
porting the sword. The left hand is holding an alms bowl.

Round the central figure are drawn numerous scenes from the Life of Tson- 
kha-pa, images of the thousand Tathagatas, Vajrapani, and Manjucrl.

In the lower corner, to the left, the Dharmaraja Sron-btsan sgam-po, sur
rounded by courtiers wearing fur caps and overcoats.

Painting Nr. 37 (r8 r/2 x 12 1/2).

This painting represents the lama ’Dul-’dsin Graga-pa rgyal-mtshan (Vinya- 
dhara Kirtidhvaja). He was the pupil of rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa,' and was famous 
for his scholarly activity throughout Tibet (*).

On this painting he is seen seated on a throne richly covered with embroi
dered cloth. He wears the ordinary lama dress. In his hands he is holding the 
thunderbolt and the bell.

In front of the throne is seen a table, on which are placed the drum, the 
vessel, the alms bowl, and a vase with a lotus flower.

The painting is the work of a Derge or Khams artist.

(*) Hulh, Geschichte des Buddhismus in der Mongolei. Text. p. 118; Translation, p. i85.
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21, 36 (noie), 5i, 54, 5g (noie), 6g 
(noie), 70, 71 {note).

G
dGa-Idan, 12.
Gandhâra, 1, 5, 6, 7, i3, 27, 36, 5x. 
Ganges, 2.
Garüda, 33.
Gautama, see Buddha. 
dGe-bdan-pa, 12.
Giles, 4g (noie), 5o, 54 (noie;.
Godan khan, 11. 
mGonpo, 9.
mGon-po-ma-lin, 3g, 78. 
mGon-po-phyag-drug-pa, 43.
Gopaka, 3i.
sGra-dbyans-rgyal-po, 57.
Grags-pa, n. 
sGrol-dkar, 7.
Groot, de, 46 {note).
Grünwedel, A., Prof., 3, i4 {note),

21, 36 (noie), 4i {note), 54, 5g, 63 
{note), 69 {note), 71 {note).

Guimet (Musée), 4 (noie), 21.

Gupta, 7.
Gur-gyi-mgon-po, 4a.
rGyal-ba, 20.
rGyal-ba Tson-kha-pa, 10, 11, 12, 25 

.42, 52, 61, 62, 67. 74, 81, 82, 83
Gyalgtse School, 16.
rGyal tshab-rje, 12, 4a.

H
Hackin, J., 4 {note), 21. 
flayagrlba, 3g, 70.
Hevajra, 4i.
Himalayan States, g, 61.
Hindu-Kush, 5i.
Hirth, 70 {note).
Ho-cang Mahayana, 8.
Hsiian-Tsang, 5o.
Humkara, 39.
Huth, i3 {note), 83 {note).
Hva-cang, 29, 3i, 3a.

I
India, 2.
Indian Archaelogical Survey, 1. 
Indra, 4.
Indrabhuti, 8.
I-tsing, 61

J
Jambhala, 58, 66.
Jam-dbyaris dkar-po, 62. 
japan, 56.
Jatakas, 2, 3.
Jati, 3.
Java, 1.
rJe-btsun Mar-pa, 38, 74, 79- 
rJe-btsiin Mi-la-ras-pa, 74, 79. 
rJe-tshab-rje, 81.
Jogimara, 6.
Jo-Khang, 7.
Jo-mo bkris-tshe-rin-ma, 3g.

bKa-brgynd-pa, 38.
bKa-gdams-pa, 10.
mKa-’gro-seri-ge gdori-can, 78. 
Kalacakra, 8.
Kälika, 3o, 3a.
Kamalaçïla, 8.

Kanakabharadvâya, 3o.
Kanakavatsa, 3i, 32.
Kanjur, 18.
Kansu, 9, 11.
Kapàla, 33.
Kapilavastu, 3.
Karmaklla, 4o.
Kern, 53 {note).
mKha-’gro ye-çes mtsho-rgyal, 77. 
Khams, 16, 83. 
Khams-gsum-gsod-byed, 3g. 
mKhas-grub bSod-nams rgya-mtsho

dpal-bzari-po, i3. 
mKas-grub-rje, 12, 81. 
Khon-dkon-mchog rgyal-po, 10. 

Khotan, 14.
Kliri Ral-pa-can, 9.
Khri-sron Ide, 8, 9, 32, 63. 
Khubilai-Khan, 11. 
bKra-çis Ihun-po, 12.
Krodyas, 4 {note).
Ksitigarbha, 4?.
Kuan- yin, 54. 
sKu-’bum, ii.
Kuçinagara, 3.
Kukkutapâda, 4g.
Kuku-nor, 7, 10.
Kun-dga sniri-po, 81.
Kundopadhâniya, 27.
Kumâra, 63.
Kurukulle, 71.
Kuvera, 33, 71.

L
l.alita-Vistara, 4 {note).
Eaufer, B., Prof., 11 {note), 3a [note),

38 {note).
Eeumann, 29.
Eévv, S., Prof., 28, 3o, 3i, 47 {note),

62 {note), 68 {note). 
Eha-chen-po-rdo-rje ’bar-ba rtsal, 4o. 
Eha-Idan, 7.
Lhasa, 7, 12, 16, 54, 79.
Lobzang Mingyur, Head-Lama, a5. 
Locanà, 66.
bLo-Idan phiogs-sred, 78.
kLori-chen rab-’byams-pa, 75. 
Lo-tsa-ba Pagur Vairoçana, 9.
Lumbinï, 3.
Lung-men, 1.
kLu-rgyal Nâgarâja, 4i.

M
Macedonian Empire, 5.
Ma-cig dpal Iha-mo, 33.
Magadha, 4, 71.
dMagzor-ma, 33.
Mahâbhiniskramana, 4.
Mahâcârya, 8.
Mahâcïtavatï, 69, 70.
Màhàkacyapa, 27.
Mahakala, 33, 4a, 72.
Mahàmantrânusârinï, 69.
Mahàmâyürï, 68, 70.
Mahâpandita dGe-’clun grub-pa, 12. 
Mahâparinibhàna-sutta, 5 {note). 
Mahâprâtihàrya, 4-
Mahâpratisarâ, 68, 69.
Mahâsahasrapramârdinî, 68, 69. 
Mahâsiddha-Luï-pa, 74. 
Mahâsiddha-Saraha, 74. 
Mahâsidda-To-lo-pa, 74.
Maineyas, 4 {note).
Maitreya, 8, 12, 22, 47, 4g, 5o, 52

79, 83-
Mallas, 4 {note).
Mâmakï, 66.
Mandârava, 77.
Mandgalhâyana, 29, 33.
Manen, van, 20 (noie).
Manjuçri, 12, 43, 47, 54, 61, 82, 83 
Marijughosa, 58, 62.
Mârïcï, 70.
Marshall, Sir J., 2 (noie), 6.
Maurya, 2.
Mchod-rten rnam-dag, 4.
Mi-gyo gtun-khun, 3g.
Mi-’khrugs-pa, 57.
Mi-la ras-pa, 38,
Ming, 12, i4, 21.
Mnon-mkhyen-gryal-po, 57. 
Mrgadava, 3.
Mya-nan-med mchog-dpal, 57.

N
Nâgasena, 3i.
sNags-kyi-srun-ma, 4o.
Nâlanda, 8.
rNam-rgyal sriam-ma, 3g. 
rNam Sron-btsan, 7.
Na-ro mkha-spyod-ma, 57. 
sNar-than, i5, 17.
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Nepal, 7, i3, 1/1, 61.
Nepal Terai, 3.
Nicholas, S‘, 62.
Ni-ma’od zer, 78.
rNim-ma-pa, 9; 10.
Nirvana, 5.
North-Western India. 5.

o
Oddiyana, 8, 73, 77.
Ogódai, 11.
Oldenburg, d’. Prof., 54-

P
Padmakila, 4o.
Padma rgyal-po, 78.
Padmasambhava, 8, 9, 2,5, 38, 3g, 43, 

63, 73, 76, 76, 77, 78, 81.
Padma Than-yig, 8. 
dPal-dus-kyi ’khor-lo, 4i- 
dPal-gsan ba ’dus-pa, 4a. 
dPal-Idan iha-mo, 4o. 
dPal-’khorlo sdom-pa, 4a. 
dPal-rdo-rje, 9..
Pandara, 66.
Panthaka, 3o, 3a.
Parinirvana, 3, 4- 
Parnagavari, 70.
Parthia, 6.
Pelliot, Paul, Prof., 10, it (note), i4 

(note), 26, 4g (note).
Peking, 11, i4, 42.
Phags-pa bLo-gros rgyal mtsan ,11. 
Phyag-bsi mgon-po, 4o.
Pindola, 27, 28, 3o.
P’ing, 5o.
Porh antu, 12.
Pótala, 54, 65.
Przylusky, 3o.

Q
Qaraqorum, 11, 51.

R
Ráhu, 4o, 71, 7&.
Rábula, 3o.
Raja Mitra, 53 (note), 70 (note). 
Rájagrha, 4.
Ráksasi, 79.

Râmgarb Hili, 6.
Rapson, E.-J., 3 (note), 6 (note). 
Ratnakîla, 4o.
Ratnasambhava, 57, 66.
Rhys-Davids, Prof., 27. 
Rigs-’dsin’ja-mtshon snin-po, 74. 
Rockhill, 54 (note).
Rol-pa’i rdo-rje, 81.

i Roruka, 4-
Rouse, W., 45 (note).
Rudrâyana, 4- 
Rummindeï, 3.
Rva-sgreng, 10.

s
Sâdhanas, 21.
Samantabhadra, 9, 38, 43, 47, 79- 
Samvara, 37. 
bSam-yas-gling, 9.
Sam-yas rtshe dmar-po, 78.
Sanchi, 2, 4, 5.
Sânkâçya, 4- 
Sârnâth, 2.
Sarvanivaranaviskambhï, 47. 
Sarvaynamitra, 65.
Saskya, to, it.

* Schulemann, 11 (note).
Sen-ge sgra-sgrogs, 78.
Sera, 12, 23. 
gSer-bsan dri-med. 67.
Sgrol-Ijan, 7.
Shang-tu, 11.
Shan-si, 6t.
Shigatse, 12, i5, 17.
Siddhartha, see Buddha.
Sikim, 18, a6.
bSil-ba tshal-gyi dur-kbrod, 8. 
Simbbanada tokeçvara, 58, 59. 
Simbhanada-Manjuçri, 62. 
Sitâtapatrâ, 32, 66.
gSol-’debs-li’u-bdun-ma, 76. 
Spooner, Brainerd, 36.
Srid-pa’i rgyal-mo, 4o.
Sron-btsan sgam-po, 7, 8, 66, 83. 
Ssu-ch’uan, 7.
Steed, W. W,, Dr., 27.
Stein, Sir Aurel, to, 36, 5i, 56. 
Sugata, 68.
Sukhavati, 57.
Surguja State, 6.
Sutras, 10.
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Tang, 7, i5.
Tantras, 9, 2.4.
Tantric School, 9, 10, 11, 24, 37, 4a, 

5i, 69, 62, 73, 74, 82.
Tara, 7, 3a, 60, 65, 66, 72,
Taras, 54.
Tashiding, 26.
Tashi-lliunpo, i5, 16, 26, 52. 
gTer-ma, 9.
gTer-ston’jigs-med gl/n-pa, 75. 
Thon-ini Sambhota, 8, 63. 
sTobs-chen bskul byed, 39.
Toussaint, 8 (note). 
bTsan rgyal, 4i- 
mTshan-legs rgyal-po, 57. 
inTsho-skyes rdo-rje, 78.
Tiimad, i3.
Tun-buang, 9, 51, 56.
Turkistan, Chinese, 1, 6, 9, 56. 
Tusuta, 5o.

u
Uighur, 10, ii.
Ukhtomsky, Prince, 21.
Usnïsa-Sitàtapatrâ, 66, 6-
Usnïsavijayâ, 32, 72.

V
Vâgïçvara, 6i. '
Vaiçàlî, 4-
Vaiçravana, 32, 42.
Vaidürya cer-po, 20.
Vaidùrya-raja, 33.
Vaidüryaprabhârâja, 56 ,
Vairoçana, 38, 57, 66.

Vajradhara, 43.
Vajradhàtviçvarï, 66.
Vajrakïla, 20, 37, 38, 4o.
Vajrapâni, 47, 54, 58, 72, 83. 
Vajrasattva, 38, 58, 82.
Vajravàhï, 58, 70.
Vajripütra, 3o.
Vallée Poussin, de la, Prof,, 8. 
Vanâvasi, 3i.
Vasudhârâ, 33, 71.
Viçramaçîla, 10, 61.
Vimalaprabhâ, 8.
Vinaya, 10.
Vipaçyï, 53.
Virüdhaka, 29, 32.
Virûpâksa, 32.
Visser, W., 70 (note).
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Wei, 1.
Winternitz, 69 (note).
Wu-t.’ai-shan, 61.
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Yama, 71, 72, 82.
Yamàntaka, 37, 42, 63, 81, 82, 83. 
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Ye-çes mgon-po, 4o.
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MASTER INSTITUTE 
™ OF UNITET ARTS “
Founded in New York, November 17, 1921

MUSIC — PAINTING — SCULPTURE 
ARCHITECTURE — OPERA GLASS 
RALLET — DRAMA — LECTURES

« Art will uniliy all humanity. Ail is one—indivisible. Art has its 
many branches, yet all are one. Art is the manifestation of the coming syn
thesis. Art is for all. Everyone will enjoy true art. The gates of the « sa
cred source » must de wide open for everybody, and the light of art will in
fluence numerous hearts with a new love. At first this feeling will be 
unconscious, but after all it will purify human consciousness, and how many 
young hearts are searching for something real and beautiful ! So, give if to 
them. Bring art to Ihe people—where it belongs. We should have not only 
museums, theatres, universities, public libraries, railway stations and hospitals, 
but even prisons decorated and beautified. Then we shall have no more pri
sons. a -— « Paths of blessings ».

*
THE OFFICERS

Nicholas Roerich, Honorary Presiden!

Louis I.. IJokcii, Presiden!

Maurice Lichtmann, Vice-President 

Frances R. Grant, Executive Director

310 Riverside Drive New York, N. Y.
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THE FACULTY

PIANO
Max Drittlbr 
Esther J. Lichtmann 
Maurice Lichtmann 
Sina Lightmann 
Ethel Prince Thompson

ORGAN

Marta E. Klein

HARP

Carlos Salzedo

VIOLIN

William Coad 
Karl Kraeuter

VIOLONCELLO

Paul Kefer 
John Mundy

ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS

Alfred Brain 
Humbert Buldrini 
Vincent C. Buono 
Albert P. Friese 
Gustave IIeim 
Carl Hinrichs 
M. H. Manne 
Max Schlossberg 
Maurice Van Praag 
Max Wogkenfuss

VOICE

Alberto Bimbom 
J. Bertram Fox 
II. Reginald Spier 
Anne Stevenson

THEORY AND COMPOSITION

Frederic Jacobi 
Alfred J. Swan 
Deems Taylor 
Edoardo Trucco

SOLFEGE AND EAR-TRAINING

Margaret Anderson

CHURCH MUSIC

Constantine Buketoff 
Nicola A. Montant 
Meyer Posner

PAINTING AND DRAWING 

Chester Leich 
Mary Mac Rae White

APPLIED DESIGN 

Edward J. Wimmer

THEATER DECORATION 

Robert Edmund Jones 
Lee Simonson

INTERIOR DECORATION 

Mary Fanton Roberts

ILLUSTRATION 

Albert Sterner

ETCHING

Michail Roundaltzeff
»

SCULPTURE 

Albert Jaegers 
Robert Laurent

ARCHITECTURE 

Alfred Bossom 
W. E. Virrick

BALLET

Bosa Munde

DALCROZE EURYTHMICS

Marguerite Heaton 
Yo de Manziarly

DRAMA

St. Clair Bayfield 
Ossip Dymow

JOURNALISM'

Mary Fanion Roberts

LANGUAGES
Matiiilde Trucco

LECTURES 

George Bellows 
Claude Bragdon 
Norman-Bel Geddes 
Louis Gruenberg 
A. Merritt 
Dll an Gopal Mukerji 
Hardinge Sciiolle- 
Stark Young 
Josiah Zuro



STUDENT ADVANTAGES

MASTER INSTITUTE OF UNITED ARTS

THE AIMS

ft is with special cognizance of the needs of the American world of arts, 
that the Master Institute of United Arts was organized on November 17, 1921. 
Despite the present plenitude of schools it was felt that there was still needed 
one which would bring a new message to the legion of those seeking for Beauty 
and for a medium of creation. Primarily, the aim of the Master Institute of 
United Arts is to instill into its pupils an unswerving devotion to the highest 
ideals of art. It aims also to bring to youth a new inspiration for the unity 
of all arts. In the present turmoil men have learned that in art is to be found 
the one solace, the one bridge of understanding between all humanity. But 
if the arts would endure and gain strength ; if they would accomplish their mis
sion in the need of today’s chaos, they must eschew' partisanship and unite their 
forces. The Master Institute of United Arts is aiming to help the achievement of 
this ideal by imparting to the student not only a profound comprehension of his 
own medium of expression but also a respect and understanding of the crafts 
of his fellow artists. With such a broader aspect, we may strive towards 
that time when creators of all branches will join forces and battle side by side 
for the coming apotheosis of Art.

THE FACULTY

In the accomplishment of its aims the Master Institute of United Arts lias 
had the privilege of enlisting a faculty of artists of broad vision and ideals. 
Each members af the staff has gained distinction in his respective art as well as 
in teaching, and perhaps no more representative list of instructors in all arts 
has ever been assembled in one staff.

The opportunities for general culture not possible in private or home study 
are especially emphasized in the Master Institute of United Arts.

For the strengthening of the unity of the arts, and to further artistic inter
course between the various departments, the Master Institute provides for its stu
dents a series of lectures dealing with all arts. To the lectures all students en
rolled in the Master Institute in any department, have the privilege of free 
attendance. The lectures will be given by some of the most eminent autho
rities and will deal with phases of music, painting, sculpture, architecture, 
drama and art criticism, literature and related subjects.

In addition to the lectures, the Master Institute will present during the 
year, exhibitions, productions and concerts by students and visiting artists.

By limiting the size of its classes, the Master Institute also assures each 
student of individual attention, and the essential personal relation between the 
student and teacher is constantly maintained.

Especial effort is made by the Master Institute to arouse the children in the 
various departments to creative expression. This is accomplished through 
group meetings and talks on Art to the children.

A NEW HOME

Within its short history the Master Institute of United Arts has made such 
strides in its enrollment and influence that a considerable increase in quarters 
has been found necessary. The Master Institute has now purchased a spacious 
permanent home at 3io Riverside Drive, which it will occupy at the beginning 
of the new term, Oct. 8, 1923. The unusual location of the house, as well as 
its splendid accommodations will give the students opportunity of working un
der the most inspiring conditions. The library, studios and recreation rooms 
will enable the student to spend his free hours at the Master Institute to excel
lent advantage.

Additional conveniences are assured in an Art and Music Shop where the stu
dent may purchase his supplies and music at the most reasonable prices. A 
Tea Room has also been established for the convenience of the students.

As the Master Institute of United Arts provides courses for students in all 
grades of advancement, no previous requirements are stipulated. Those stu
dents, however, who desire to enter advanced courses, are required to show evi

ls*



dence of previous education or practice. In the case of students in music, this 
may be done through a hearing before members of the directorate and faculty 
and in the graphic arts, through examples of the student’s work.

As the Master Institute maintains a high stand art of scholarship and de- 
portement, it is essential that every enrolled student adheres to the necessary 

qualifications.

CERTIFICATE OF THE SCHOOL

A Certificate of the Master Institute of United Arts will be granted to stu
dents in all departments who have satisfactorily completed the prescribed cour
ses and have passed the requirements made by the directorate and faculty.

SCHOLARSHIPS AUD PRIZES

Provision has been made for the granting of a number of scholarships. 
These are awarded competitively solely on the basis of merit, to those students 
who seem best endowed to take full advantage of the opportunity offered to 
them. In addition to the scholarships provided by the Master Institute, there will 
be the following special awards of merit.

Rabindra Nath. Tagore Scholarship
An annual award to an advanced student in the school providing one 

year’s tuition in painting.

\taurice Maeterlinck Scholarship
An annual award providing a year’s tuition in the painting department.

Mcholas Roerich Scholarships
Two annual awards each providing a year’s tuition in the music depart

ment.

Louis L. Horch Scholarship
An annual award providing one yean’s tuition in I he piano department.

The Master Institute has also made provision to grant several prizes for the 
most noteworthy work done by the students during the school year. The 
Master Institute will also purchase for its permanent collection the best work 
done by a pupil in the painting and sculpture departements.

Through the co-operation of Corona Mundi, Inc., International Art Center, 
the, Master Institute is enabled to award each year, to the most worthy students 
in each department, a work of art, aiming thereby to inspire the students to 
greater intimacy with creative works.

CONTEST

Under the auspices of Corona Mundi, Inc., the Master Institute of United 
Arts will hold several contests each year, to which students of the school as well 
as outsiders are eligible. For the ensuing year the contests planned are as 
follows :

Competition for the Best Song

To be written to the text either of a Psalm or one of the poems of Ra
bindra Nath Tagore, or one of the poems of Walt Whitman. Contest 
to close on Dec. 12, 1923.

Competition for a Costume Design

The Theme for the Design to be based on Atlantis. Contest, to close 
March 9, 1924.

Details and conditions of each contest will be announced subsequently and 
may be had on application to the Master Institute of United Arts.

SCHOOL CALENDAR

Enrollments for the fall term will begin on September i5th, in all cour
ses. The opening date for all courses is October 8th. Private instruction 
may be begun before or any time after that date by special arrangement.

The regular school session will last 
-th. During the session the followin.

Thanksgiving Day .............................
Christmas Vacation . . . ......................
Lincoln’s Birthday .............................
Washnigton’s Birthday ......................
Spring Vacation .................................

for thirty-live weeks, closing on June 
■ holidays will be observed

November 3o
December 22 to January - 
February 12 
February 22 
April 12-21

SUMMER SESSION

A summer session of six weeks will be held opening on June 25 1924. 
This will include Elective, Master and Normal Classes, and private instruction in 
all subjects. Details of this work will be given in a later announcement.



TERMS OF ENROLLMENT

The Master Institute of United Arts is open to students of either sex and any 
age. All students entering the Master Institute do so with the distinct unders
tanding that they will adhere to all regulations of the Master Institute and are 
expected to maintain the high standard set by the Institute.

Students may enroll any time during the school year.
It is understood that all students enrolling in October are enrolled for the 

entire season of 35 weeks and are liable for the full tuition. Those entering later 
in the year will be enrolled for the balance of the season.

No deductions are made for absences from lessons or for with-drawal before 
the close of the season. In the case of an absence where the cause is deemed 
sufficiently serious by the directorate and where notice shall have been given 
in writing at least twenty four hours in advance of the time scheduled for the 
lesson may be made up at the convenience of the teacher. No class work 

which is missed can be made up.
All tuition fees are payable in advance and are calculated for the entire sea

son. For the convenience of the student, the Master Institute has arranged to 
have the payment of tuition made In three equal installments, the first due upon 
entrance, the second on January 4th and the third on March 21st. In cour
ses where the fee is small, the entire tuition must be paid upon entrance. In 
the classes of Painting, Etching, Illustration and Sculpture, payments are made 

on a monthly basis.
All Enrollments, arrangements for hours and payments must be made direc

tly to the office.
For further information address the Executive Director.

310 Riverside Drive, New York City Phones : Clarkson 0b20-0b21

CORONA MUNDI
-——----- INC. —------ -----

INTERNATIONAL
— ART CENTER-

thu OFFICERS

Prof. Nicholas Roerich, Honorary President 

Louis L. Horch, President 

Maurice Lichtmann, Vice-President 

Sviatoslav Roerich, Director-Curator 

Frances R. Grant, Executive Director

BEAUTY-THE CONQUEROR !

A vital call at once idealistic and practical has brought into being CORONA 
MUNDI, Inc., as an international center of art. At the present time, art re
mains the one bond of understanding between nations, and the sole medium of 
friendly intercourse ; for there are no nations in Art and Beauty has no ene
mies. Furthemore, at a moment when an unparalleled fluctuation has upset 
all existing standards of values ; when foreign .moneys have deteriorated in un
precedented manner, art objects alone have whithstood the chaos and have in 
fact increased in intrinsic value. The experience of the last few years has esta
blished the uncontrovertible fact that the only true and unassailable Valuta rests 
in art.

In the light of these significant truths, it is certain that the time has come 
to spread among all peoples and classes a newer education—that of the practical 
as well as idealistic value of Beauty. Too long has art been held aloof ; when 
men learn that Arts is not a luxury, they will learn also td recognize its new 
applications in every day life.



The means of spreading this new gospel must come through some great 
co-operative organization which shall act as mediators in the newly destined 
interchange of art objects, and it is with this aim that CORONA MUNDI has 
been established. In its function CORONA MUNDI desires not only to enlist 
artists or collectors, but all intellectuals, all workmen, or students, and even 
the children—for it is these last who will be the creators of the coming culture. 
It is with this ideal in view that CORONA MUNDI has answered the call and has 
begun its existence dedicated to the truly practical vision of promoting the sense 
of Reaulv among all peoples of every class, to create real friends of art among 
the masses, and to establish among all peoples that common language of un

derstanding and relation—Art.

ITS AIMS

In the carrying out of its aims, as an International Art Center, CORONA 

MUNDI will pursue the following activities:
To hold exhibitions, and to arrange publications, productions, lectures and 

concerts.
To arrange touring and loan exhibitions, planning them in all kinds of 

galleries, factories and shools, even in hospitals, prisons, and in villages fai 

from centers of art.
To buy and sell art treasures and act as agents for all types of art, on the 

most reasonable basis.
To assist Museums in the completion of their collections, through donations 

and subscriptions.
To organize artistic and archaelogical research expeditions.
To establish agencies and branches in all foreign countries.
To catalogue and systematize collections ; expertize and restore.

R Œ R I C H 
MUSEUM
Founded November 17, 1923

Open to public 

all Sundays and Holydays 

from TO to 5.

For further information address the Executive Director :

310 RIVERSIDE NEW YORK CITY
Phones : Clarkson 0420-0421,



“ LA VIE DES PEUPLES ”
a Synthetic Review.

At the present lime it is of the utmost importance to foster mutual under
standing between the various countries. The primary aim of « La Vie des Peu
ples » — a new Paris monthly Magazine — is to establish such a contact by 
giving' first hand information ad impartial articles on cultural, political and 
economical matters, contributed by well known writers in every held of human 
activité.

« La Vie des Peuples « has secured I he collaboration of M. Anezaki (Japan), 

Emile Baumans (France), .Tames Beck (U.S. I.), Jean Benès (Czekho-Slovakia), 

Charly Clerc (Switzerland), Serge Elisreeff (Russia), Georges Grebenstchikoff 
(Siberia), N. Yorga (Rumania), Hans Hinck (Danemark), Alexander Kuprin (Rus

sia), Charles Loiseau (France), Régis Mich vud (France), N. Politis (Greece), Fran
çois Porche (France), Nicolas Roerich (Russia), George Bœricii (Russia), Antoine 
Rougier (Switzerland), René Schneider (France), and many others.

For further information address

La Redaction de « La Vie des Peuples »
54, rue Jacob, Paris (France)
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